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interconnects on silicon substrate, which is applicable over a wide range of substrate
resistivities. The frequency-dependent transmission line parameters of a microstrip on

silicon are determined by a new formulation based on a quasi-electrostatic and quasi-
magnetostatic spectral domain approach. It is demonstrated that this new quasi-static

formulation provides the complete frequency-dependent interconnect characteristics for
all three major transmission line modes of operation. In particular, it is shown that in the

case of heavily doped CMOS substrates, the distributed series inductance and series

resistance parameters are significantly affected by the presence of longitudinal substrate

currents giving rise to the substrate skin-effect. The method is further extended to
multiple coupled single and multi-level interconnect structures with ground plane and

multiple coupled co-planar stripline structures without ground plane. The finite conductor

thickness is taken into account in terms of a stacked conductor model. The new quasi-

static approach is validated by comparison with results obtained with a full-wave spectral
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domain method and the commercial planar full-wave electromagnetic field solver
HP/Momentum®, as well as published simulation and measurement data.

In the second part of this thesis, coupled planar optical interconnect structures are

investigated based on a rigorous field theoretic analysis combined with an application of

the normal mode theory for coupled transmission lines. A new transfer matrix description

for a general optical directional coupler is presented. Based on this transfer matrix
formulation, the wavelength-dependent characteristics of multi-section optical filters

consisting of cascaded asymmetric optical directional coupler sections are investigated. It

is shown that by varying the asymmetry factors of the cascaded coupled waveguide
sections, optical wavelength filters with different passband properties can be achieved.
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FIELD THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF A CLASS OF PLANAR
MICRO WAVE AND OPTO-ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background of Metallic and Dielectric Interconnects

Semiconductor integrated circuit technologies play a critical role in most of today's

high-speed MMIC, VLSI and RFIC systems. Since the invention of the first bipolar
junction transistor (BJT) in the 1960's, a great deal of work has been carried out to
achieve cost-effective and fast-speed semiconductor integrated circuit systems with stable

performance [1,2]. For the faster-speed applications of today, new IC technologies have

been developed yielding a faster time response with lower bias voltage and higher
integration density. Thus, the latest typical commercial CPUs are composed of more than

10 million transistors, and the operating core clock speed already has reached the 1
[GHz] range. It has been predicted that by the year 2005, most of the CPU's will be
featuring a 3 [GHzJ clock speed with integration of more than 100 million transistors. [3]

With increasing clock speeds and integration densities, the interconnections
between components and devices also play an increasingly important role in the entire
circuit performance. Today's various types of metallic on- and off-chip interconnects
illustrated in Figure 1.1 have become a major bottleneck in the performance of high-
speed digital ICs [3,33,34]. In general, interconnects can lead to significant signal delay
and noise through crosstalk as well as power dissipation in the metallization and lossy
substrate.

Most high-speed passive and active devices are constructed by various shapes of

planar transmission line structures as a whole or parts of the components. These planar

transmission lines such as strip lines and microstrip lines with or without ground plane

are the most important configurations in VLSI, RFIC and mixed signal applications.
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Thus, it is desirable to characterize planar interconnects using accurate modeling
techniques, which in addition to the distributed resistance, capacitance and inductance

associated with the interconnect, include the capacitive and inductive coupling effects
between the lines.

Figure 1.1 Typical microwave planar transmission lines and passive components

In general, planar transmission lines are realized in inhomogeneous media, and no
simple closed form equations characterizing such structures are available. Particularly,

the characterization becomes even more complicated when lossy substrate media such as

doped semiconductors in integrated circuit structures are present since the effect of the

lossy substrate layers at high operating frequencies need to be appropriately included in

the modeling procedures. In heavily doped substrate materials such as in typical CMOS
processes, substrate losses can be very important and significantly influence the
performance of integrated circuits.
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In order to characterize the frequency- and conductivity-dependent properties of

interconnects on semiconductor substrates, various types of methodologies have been

developed [4-12]. In general, the modeling techniques are based on analyzing the field
distributions by solving the wave equation subject to given boundary conditions. Various

3D/2D full-wave microwave modeling techniques such as the Method of Moment
(MoM), Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD)

and full-wave Spectral Domain Methods are known as appropriate strategies for
analyzing microwave passives [5]. In particular, it is recommended to use these methods

when accurate frequency-dependent characterization of structures on lossy silicon
substrates is needed, even though full-wave methods typically lead to long computation

times. As a 2D electromagnetic solver, the full-wave spectral domain method is a very

suitable technique for planar stripline-like on-chip or off-chip interconnects [5-7]. The

full-wave spectral domain method is able to yield fundamental and higher order mode
eigen-solutions, and is capable of calculating the corresponding dispersion
characteristics.

On the other hand, the complexity and computation time of the characterization
procedure can be drastically reduced if the solution to the Laplace equation can
adequately approximate the properties of the structures in the frequency range of
operation. These approaches, categorized as electric potential-based quasi-static methods,

include various techniques such as the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Transverse

Resonant Technique, and the quasi-static Spectral Domain Method (SDM), etc. [5].

Among the quasi-static approaches, the quasi-static SDM is especially well suited for
analyzing planar transmission line structures [11 -17].

Although conventional electric potential-based quasi-static approaches typically are

significantly faster than full-wave methods, they are, in general, not suitable for
analyzing high frequency and high speed interconnects on lossy silicon substrates due to

the frequency-dependent effects of the lossy semi-conducting substrate. It is one of the
goals of this dissertation to develop a new efficient quasi-static electromagnetic approach

for analyzing high frequency and high-speed on-chip interconnects on lossy silicon
substrates.
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In recent years, optical on-chip interconnects have been proposed to overcome
some of the drawbacks of the conventional electrical interconnects. Optical Interconnects

have the potential to provide shorter signal delays, higher signal bandwidth, reduced
power loss, and to occupy less chip area [34]. Today's integrated optic technology used

in modern communication systems and signal processing takes advantage of these
properties of optical waveguides, as well as improved performances of optical fibers and

semiconductor lasers [32-36].

In general, optical interconnects include signal conversion interfaces (i.e., O-E and

E-O), and waveguide structures, which might be glass fiber or dielectric waveguide, or

free space structures. The typical optical waveguide configuration consists of core

(guiding) and cladding materials, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Especially, planar (slab) and

rectangular (e.g., rib) dielectric waveguides are the most common components used in
modern opto-electronic and optical integrated circuits such as semiconductor lasers,
optical power dividers and combiners, and optical modulators, switches and filters, etc.

Over the years, numerous computation techniques have been developed to
determine the modal characteristics of optical waveguides [e.g., 34,35]. Specifically, for

slab waveguides the Matrix Method for step index profiles and the Impedance Boundary

Method of Moments for arbitrary index profiles [3 8,39] enable efficient and accurate

computation of the slab waveguide modes. If the structure involves more than one core
region (i.e., consists of two or more waveguides), the propagating mechanism of
lightwaves becomes more complicated due to the mutual interactions.

Rectangular (Rib)
Waveguide

I

I!!

Optical Fiber Planar (Slab)
Waveguide

Figure 1.2 Typical optical waveguide configurations
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Hence, coupled mode theory and normal mode theory [14,15,36,40] are widely used to
analyze the relations between input and output lightwaves of the structure.

As one of the fundamental interconnect components used in integrated optics, the

optical directional coupler plays an important role in linking two separate optical paths.

Optical couplers are also used as basic building blocks for optical wavelength [69] and

frequency filters [56]. The typical configuration of these filters consists of cascaded
couplers and uncoupled connecting waveguide sections of unequal lengths, which
together form cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers. This configuration can be
realized in optical integrated circuits with rectangular waveguide interconnects and
waveguide bends, resulting in an increase in occupied chip area. On the other hand, no

simple solution for implementing the uncoupled connecting waveguide sections of
unequal length with planar (slab) waveguides is available.

In this thesis, an alternate approach for realizing an optical filter without the use of

waveguide bends is proposed. In this approach, sections of asymmetric coupled
waveguides with various degrees of asymmetry are cascaded. The new configurations can

be directly implemented with rectangular or slab waveguides.

1.2 Organization of the Study

Metallic planar transmission line structures on semiconductor and optical dielectric

waveguide couplers are the main focus of this thesis. An overview of the research and
background is given in this chapter.

Chapters 2S investigate various types of metallic planar transmission lines
fabricated on silicon substrate. In the second chapter, previous modeling techniques for
microstrip transmission lines fabricated on semiconductor substrate are briefly

introduced. In the first two sections, the general transmission line characteristics in terms

of semiconductor conductivity and frequency are investigated by a parallel plate
waveguide model as well as by a full-wave 2D spectral domain method. Also, the
conventional quasi-static SDM is described in the following section, showing its
invalidity for the characterization of typical interconnects in current CMOS technology

with increasing frequency-range of operation.



Chapter 3 introduces a new quasi-static spectral domain approach, which is valid

for interconnects used in CMOS technology. In this new approach, the shunt capacitance

and shunt conductance of the interconnect are determined with the conventional quasi-

static SDM based on the electric potential. The interconnect's frequency-dependent
distributed series inductance and series resistance representing substrate loss are
determined with a new magnetic-potential based quasi-static SDM. The combined
solutions are compared with full-wave solutions in order to show the validity and
accuracy of the proposed method.

In chapter 4, various multi-conductor interconnect structures with bottom ground
plane are investigated using the new quasi-static approach. These include single level as

well as multilevel, multiple coupled line configurations. The quasi-static simulation
results are compared with full-wave solutions. In addition, this chapter introduces a
technique to include the effects of finite conductor thickness in the interconnect model.

In chapter 5, planar interconnects without bottom ground plane are studied using a

new Green's function. These structures are used in particular in VLSI integrated circuits

where ground lines are located in the interconnect layers together with the signal lines.
For accurate analysis of these structures, the conventional Green's function, which is
systematically unstable, is replaced by a new stable Green's function. In addition, an
inductance matrix reduction methodology is presented. To validate the approach,
coplanar stripline and coplanar waveguide structures are investigated, and results are

compared with published simulated and measured data.

In chapter 6, general cascaded asymmetric coupled optical interconnect structures

are studied. A new closed-form transfer matrix approach is described to analyze the
power transfer in this general coupled interconnect structure. Using the new transfer
matrix formulation, the feasibility of optical wavelength filter based on cascaded sections
of synunetric and asymmetric coupled waveguide (interconnect) sections is

demonstrated.

In the last chapter, fmal conclusions of this research work are presented together
with suggestions for future work.
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2 MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES ON SEMICONDUCTOR

2.1 Introduction

Planar transmission lines are an integral part of integrated circuits in form of
interconnections as well as components such as spiral inductors and matching networks.

With the increasing interest in recent years in silicon-based integrated circuits for
RF/microwave applications at several GHz and the rapidly increasing operating speeds of

high performance digital integrated circuits, the effect of the lossy silicon substrate
(especially in CMOS technology) on the interconnect performance is becoming more and

more important.

Over many years, transmission lines on lossless and on low loss substrates, such as

Alumina and Si-GaAs, have been characterized using a variety of quasi-static and full-

wave electromagnetic techniques. In 1971, Hasegawa studied the influence of silicon

semiconducting substrate on the transmission line characteristics over a wide range of
silicon conductivities using a simple parallel-plate model and experimental data [4]. Even

though this article provided for the first time the main concepts of the three major
operating modes for these types of metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structures, the

parallel-plate model was shown to be appropriate for only wide conducting strips as
compared to substrate height. In general, more rigorous modeling approaches are needed

for narrower conducting strips. More recently, MIS structures have been characterized
using a full-wave spectral-domain approach (SDA) [12,64,65,66]. The full-wave SDA
introduced by Mittra and others in the early 1970's is recognized as a powerful and
accurate method for analyzing microstrip-like planar transmission line structures [5-10].

In general, however, full-wave methods, including full-wave SDA, require substantially

longer computation times as compared with quasi-static solutions. More recently, the

broad-band transmission line behavior of single MIS configurations has been
characterized by a more efficient quasi-TEM space domain approach [71] as well as in
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terms of approximate closed-form expressions for the frequency-dependent transmission

line parameters [72,73].

The focus of this chapter is, first, to describe the three main operating modes of
MIS structures based on full-wave solutions, and second, to discuss the short-comings of

conventional quasi-static approaches for analyzing MIS structures, especially for high

substrate conductivities at high frequencies such as R/microwave interconnects on
CMOS substrate. Following this chapter, a new quasi-static spectral domain approach for

a large class of single and multiple coupled MIS interconnects, having the accuracy of

full-wave methods, is described.

2.2 MIS(Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor) Structures

According to Hasegawa's studies [4], the interactions of the electromagnetic fields

with the lossy substrate can be categorized by three major modes of operation, i.e., quasi-

TEM, slow-wave and skin-effect mode, as illustrated in the frequency-conductivity
diagram in Figure 2.1. Since each mode has a complicated wave propagation mechanism,

it is helpful to consider the physical behavior of the corresponding modes in terms of the

distributed shunt and series transmission line parameters as a function of frequency and

YSi.

I nterconnect(Metal)

Oxide) [./'
I Quasi-TEM Mode / Skin-Effect Mode

Semiconductor(Si) Ct)

I Ground Plane

,,/,,//SIowWave Mode

si

Figure 2.1 MIS structure and the three major operating modes [4]



The quasi-TEM mode is defined as the region for which the frequency-conductivity

product (oxTs) stays in the low range. In this mode, the substrate media can be simply

treated as a single silicon layer since the physical height of Si and its dielectric constant

are relatively greater than the thickness of the insulator (oxide) layer. Also, the physical

height of the substrate media is much smaller than the wavelength. Thus, most of the
field is concentrated in the Si layer, and the fundamental operation is very similar to a
TEM mode for which the static wave equation is adequately applicable with acceptable
accuracy.

On the contrary, only a small amount of field exists in the Si layer with a small

penetration depth when wa reaches very high values. In this operation, called skin-
effect mode, the silicon layer can be treated as a lossy ground plane. In addition, most of

the waves are propagating in the oxide layer due to wave reflection at the silicon layer.

Consequently, the wave propagating mechanism is dominated by the interactions
between the lossy penetration depth in the silicon layer and the conducting strip separated
by the oxide layer.

If axis, stays in the intermediate range, the behavior of the silicon layer is between

that of a lossy conductor and a lossless dielectric (i.e., semiconductor). This operating
condition yields a slow wave propagation velocity due to dielectric dispersion associated

with strong interfacial polarization at the silicon substrate, as described by Hasegawa.
Hence, it is called Slow-wave mode.

Quasi-TEM Mode Slow-Wave Mode Skin-Effect Mode

R L0+5, R9R5, L0.5, R4Rs, L 0+L SI Skin----
IC5, $J JP.$GSI

G
Si D,Si

T
Cs! D,S! C,SI SI

GND

low rr : intermediate : high

Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit for MIS structure
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The three different mode regions can be qualitatively represented and explained in

terms of the equivalent circuits for a short section of an MIS structure, as shown in Fig.

2.2. In the quasi-TEM mode, a5 is small compared to 0Si and, hence, the shunt

conduction current in the silicon substrate is negligible compared to the shunt
displacement current. The series inductance Lo+s corresponds to the flux linkage
between the strip and the ground plane through the oxide and silicon substrate, and the

series resistance Rc represents the conductor loss in the strip. In the slow-wave mode, the

shunt conduction current in the silicon substrate becomes significant and is represented in

terms of the shunt conductance Gsj. Furthermore, due to the penetration of the magnetic

flux in the lossy silicon substrate, additional energy is dissipated by the non-negligible

longitudinal substrate current, which is represented as additional series resistance term

Rs1. Finally, in the skin-effect mode for high substrate conductivities, the magnetic field

penetration into the silicon substrate is significantly reduced (substrate skin effect). This

leads to smaller series inductance reduced to a value corresponding to the flux linkage in

the thin oxide layer and penetration depth into the silicon substrate.

2.3 Consideration of MIS via Full-wave Spectral Domain Approach

In this section, the different mode characteristics of MIS structures are illustrated in

more detail using a full-wave spectral domain method. This method calculates the p.u.l

line parameters by obtaining the eigenmode solutions to the wave equation for the E and
H fields subject to the boundary conditions. The tangential current distributions on the
conductor representing H, and the corresponding E field are computed by the well-
known Galerkin's procedure. In general, a root-seeking procedure is applied to calculate
the non-trivial eigen-solutions of the linear equation, and a corresponding unknown
coefficient vector of the basis functions can be obtained. Once the tangential current
components are obtained, the E and H fields and corresponding characteristic impedance

are readily calculated using various numerical analysis approaches. The detailed
procedure is described in the literature [5-9} and summarized in Appendix 6.
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Figure 2.3 Slow-wave factor and attenuation in MIS generated by full-wave SDM.
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By aid of this comprehensive approach, the transmission characteristics of a typical

MIS structure are shown in Figure 2.3. As seen in the figure the three major modes as a

function of frequency and semiconductor conductivity are clearly visible. If the frequency

increases for a given a conductivity, the attenuation increases and the propagating speed

changes abruptly. Thus, this phenomenon could result in distortion of the waveform if the

operating frequency band in an analog system is not carefully chosen. Moreover, the

characteristic impedance is another characteristic affected by the operating condition. The

characteristic impedance has significant changes not only in the real part, but also in the

imaginary part. Therefore, the next stage of a circuit can be seriously influenced by
impedance mismatch.

Using the full-wave SDM, MIS structures can be successfully characterized as
demonstrated in the Figure 2.3. This method, however, has some drawbacks in the
calculating procedures. First, finding the appropriate line parameters may be difficult due

to the coexistence of many non-trivial eigen-solutions representing higher order modes

together with multiple fundamental modes if the structure consists of multiple coupled

interconnects. Second, the full-wave method consumes a long computation time and large

computing resources. In particular, all the calculations are to be done in complex domain

without knowing approximate ranges of anticipated solutions for lossy semiconductor

materials. Third, additional procedures are still needed in order to take into account other

physical parameters such as attenuation due to the conductor and conductor thickness
effects.

2.4 Conventional Quasi-TEM Characterization

In general, using the quasi-TEM approach, the fundamental line mode parameters

are obtained by calculating the eigen-solutions to the characteristic linear equation
formed by the frequency-dependent equivalent shunt and series lumped components,

p.u.1. Ceq(Ø, Leq(0),). The distributed series inductance, and resistance and shunt
capacitance and conductance are given in the form of
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Ceq(CO)=C((0)J (2.1)
Ci)

.R(w)
Leq(W)=L(0))J (2.2)

Ci)

The frequency-dependent shunt admittance component, Ceq(O.), is accurately

estimated by applying a known potential to the conductors, and calculating the total
electric charges accumulated on the conductors for example with Galerkin's method as a

modified form of the Rayleigh-Ritz method [11-12]. The detailed procedure for this

approach is described in the next chapter.

Under the quasi-TEM approximation, the series inductance, L(4, can be
conveniently determined from the distributed capacitance of the structure, Caw, if all

dielectric materials are removed. In this case, the velocity of propagation is given by

1 1
co= = (2.3)

-Jp0e0 .jLaw

If the dielectric material that was removed has small loss, the inductance, Law, is

approximately the same as L of the actual structure. Thus, L is determined as

L Lj,.- (2.4)
Cair

for a single line, and

{L]= it0e0[C}' (2.5)

for coupled lines.

This simple approach is quite accurate even for substrates with intermediate range

of conductivity (i.e., quasi-TEM and/or slow-wave mode of operations [12]). By using

this approach, an exemplary MIS structure is analyzed, and results are shown in Figure

2.4 as a function of conductivity. As seen in the figure, it is clear that the conventional
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quasi-TEM is appropriate only when the operating mode is restricted in quasi-TEM or to

slightly lossy cases.

30
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Figure 2.4 Invalidity of the conventional electric potential-based quasi-TEM SDM

This result is obvious considering that the equivalent inductance obtained by the

conventional approach is always a constant regardless of the operating frequency and
substrate conductivity. However, the equivalent transmission line parameters including

inductance representing the physical behavior of semiconductor substrate change both in

terms of frequency and silicon conductivity as explained in the previous section.

If frequency or conductivity increases in the slow-wave mode region, the operation

condition enters the skin-effect mode with a faster propagation velocity and increased

attenuation. In this mode region, the line parameters can not be correctly determined by

the conventional quasi-TEM approach. Moreover, the region where the conventional
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quasi-TEM approach becomes invalid already starts at about the middle of the slow-wave

mode region, considering the change in attenuation.

2.5 Conclusion

In order to accurately characterize planar transmission lines on semiconductor
substrate using the quasi-static approach, it is necessary to obtain correct frequency-
dependent distributed circuit elements, L(co), R(o), C(Ø, G(co). The conventional quasi-

TEM approximation, however, only provides a constant (static) value for the series
inductance L(o) and ignores any contributions to R(tu) due to longitudinal substrate

currents. In general, rigorous full-wave approaches should be applied, and one should
face the potential problems explained in the section 2.3. As an alternative to full-wave
methods, the series impedance components can be calculated in a more rigorous and
theory-based approach, that is, a quasi magnetostatic approach for determining the
equivalent inductance, Leq(CO) (i.e., Leq((O L(w)+R(o)/fto). In the next chapter, a new
method to extract correct values of line parameters using a magnetic-vector-potential-
based spectral domain method is introduced.
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3 CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROSTRIP ON SEMICONDUCTOR BY A
NEW QUASI-STATIC SPECTRAL DOMAIN APPROACH

3.1 Introduction

Figure 3.la illustrates a general microstrip on a lossy substrate. The propagation
characteristics of this transmission line can be accurately described in terms of the
distributed R, L, G, C transmission line parameters (Fig. 3. ib). Since the substrate is

lossy, both shunt and series parameters are frequency-dependent, as was briefly discussed

in the previous chapter. In general, the full-wave problem must be solved to accurately

obtain the frequency-dependent propagation characteristics of this structure. On the other

hand, quasi-static techniques typically are preferred because they are computationally

much more efficient compared to full-wave techniques. For frequencies of up to at least

several [GHz], the shunt capacitance and shunt conductance (or, complex capacitance)

can be accurately obtained by solving the corresponding quasi-electrostatic problem.
However, the conventional quasi-TEM approach for determining the series inductance

fails for large substrate conductivities, as shown in the previous chapter.

Conductor

I RL(w)
trat G(w) C(w)

GND

Figure 3.1 Equivalent circuit for microstrip transmission line on Si-Si02
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In this chapter, a new comprehensive quasi-static spectral domain approach for
determining the complete transmission line parameters is described. A new quasi-
magnetostatic formulation in terms of the vector magnetic potential is given to determine

the frequency-dependent series inductance and conductance. The quasi-electrostatic and

quasi-magnetostatic problems are efficiently solved in the spectral domain. Only a single

line structure is considered in this chapter in order to focus more on the mathematical

description of the two quasi-static spectral domain approaches as well as conceptual
explanations. In the following chapters, more complicated multiple coupled line
structures are investigated.

3.2 Electric Potential (4)) Based Quasi-static SDM

The shunt capacitance can be evaluated by obtaining the total electric charges
accumulated on the conductor when excited with a known electric potential. The total

charges on the conductor are calculated by integrating the surface charge density on the
strip over the strip width (see Fig.3.2).

Qfw2P(1(2eff((0)j7 (3.1)

'I

Figure 3.2 Planar strip embedded in multilayered media
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In order to simplify the whole procedure, the x axis is transformed into the spectral

domain (a) since the media are homogeneous in that direction. This approach greatly

reduces the entire computation since the convolution with the spatial Green's function is

changed to a simple multiplication in the spectral domain.

. Electric Potential Oriented Green's Function (G0 (a))

The potential at an observation point due to a given source distribution can be

represented in terms of Green's function G0 (1 ) which represents the potential

corresponding to a unit source 8(12) at location 12.

p(12) (3.2)
£

V2G0(11)=-8(12) (3.3)

Unit Volume
/dV2

'NN //'r2 Volume Source V2

Figure 3.3 Electric potential representation in terms of electric potential oriented Green's
function

If the charge distribution is inside an arbitrary volume, as depicted in Figure 3.3, the
corresponding potential can be expressed by spatial convolution.
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(3.4)

The corresponding spectral domain representation becomes

(a,y) = !G(a,y)p(a,y) (3.5)

Using this concept, the Green's function for a planar transmission line is derived by

solving Poisson's equation for a unit point charge. If the wave is propagating in the z
direction, the potential changes only in x and y directions. The Poisson equation and its

spectral (a) domain representation are

a2cb(x,y) 32çb(x,y) p(x)8(yh)
+ £

(3.6)

+

d2 (a)(ja)2(a,y)+jØ(a,y)=_ (3.7)

As an example, the Green's function for a single conductor with single layered medium
shown in Figure 3.4 is derived in this section. The solutions to the 2nd order differential
equation (3.8) at each layer are given in the form of

'I

Figure 3.4 Single line structure consisting of two media
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Ø1(a,y) = AeTh +Be' = Ae-" in medium 1 (3.8)

02 (cx, y) = Ccosh(I a y) + D sinh(I a v) = Dsinh(I cx y) in medium 2 (3.9)

At the interface of the two media, the potentials for both media must be the same. Thus,

two of the unknown coefficients are related as

Øa,h)=02(a,h)=A=D.Sinh(lalh) aty=H
A

Sinh(Ia Ih)
(3.10)

Another boundary condition can be stated as D1 = -p at y=H from Gauss's law,

which yields the other unknown coefficient, A, i.e.,

A
eI(_IaIA)_E2(IcxIS.h(IIh)]Cosh(IaIh)=_P(a)

..A= (a)
a (E1 + £2 Coth(I a h))

(3.11)

Inserting this coefficient into the potential function, the potential can be represented in

terms of the Green's function and surface charge density.

= Ø (a) = (cx) = 0(a)
IaRE1+e2.coth(IaIh) y=H

(a) -1
IaI( 2 Coth(IaIh))

1(a) a [en r2 Coth(I a h)]
(3.12)
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The Green's function for multilayered media can be obtained in a similar fashion. Using

Wheeler's transmission line approach [70], a generalized Green's function for an

arbitrarily layered substrate can be obtained in the following manner, as illustrated in the
Figure 3.5.

where

1
(3.13)

)a(YH 'L)

Y +YcothaIHi)
yL=o + Y, cothJcrIH1)

For instance, the Green's function for a microstrip line on two lossy substrate layers is

where

1
(3.14)

'a(I+ecl

e1 c2 coth(IalH2)coth(frxIHi)
Ec2 coth(IaIH2 ) + e coth(JaIH1)

J

o.i
cci = 6. j

(iJE,

Co w + YH

HI

a2 H2

E3Eo 03 H3

I

I I I

LSUb

Figure 3.5 Layered media and its equivalent transmission line model
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Charge Distribution Function (Basis Function)

Suitably selected basis function can greatly reduce the computational procedure and

provide faster convergence. Since Chebyshev polynomials adequately approximate the

charge distribution on the conductor, Chebyshev polynomials associated with the edge

condition are used in this work. The corresponding spectral domain expressions for these

functions become Bessel functions. Here, only even functions are needed for a single line

structure, and Nj+1 basis functions are used. The expansion of the charge density
becomes

where

(2x"
p(x)=a5 T2n1J -*

,,=o

w)

p3(a) = .aW(_j)2PIJ (iajw'
2n 2

J

unknown coefficient ofn-th basis function

T(i): n-th order Chebyshev polynomial [Appendix 3]

J(X): n-th order Bessel Function of the 1St kind [Appendix 2].

Galerkin's Procedure

The equations given in a domain can be re-written as

IrW4 (IaIw"=L' (j)2G(a)J
2

J

(3.15)

(3.16)

As a special case of the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the Galerkin's method uses the same basis

functions as the weight functions. Multiplying both sides with orthogonal functions as
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weight functions and taking the inner product (i.e., integrating over the entire domain)

results in

fr(a)(-j)2"J (ii!i2m2a

=____a(_j)212mf G0(a)J2 2m a. (3.17)irW N

11a1w}j
[IaIW)

2 2

The left-hand side can be simplified using Parseval's theorem and the properties of
Chebyshev polynomials as

12x \

L.H.S = 2,r--- r (x)
T2m1

dx =---J' 0(x)
T2m(Z)

d
J-00 W 2 -1 2

w)

12,rV if m=O

1 0 Otherwise
(3.18)

since 4xx) is assumed to be constant on the strip. The right-hand side becomes a matrix

whose elements are calculated by integration. The resulting matrix equation is given by

S0,0 .... So,N1 a0 b0 2Vs0/W

= : = : (3.19)
SNO .... S, ,N1 a N1 bN 0

where a is the unknown coefficient vector, and b is the known potential vector.

The linear equation (3.19) simply represented as
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wSnm(_j)2m+2nan
1

0 Otherwise j

The elements of the S matrix are

(aW" (aW
Snm (3.20)

To facilitate the integration in (3.20), the a variable is characterized by introducing
electric walls at the right and left side of the structure. The walls are separated by a
sufficiently large distance (here, taken as Lb lOW). The discretized a variable
becomes

k=0...00, LSUblOW. (3.21)
Lcub

and the matrix element S are given as

NI ",rW 1,rWS I Gø_kjJ24 k2m k}__] (3.22)
k=O[

where NA is a suitably chosen upper limit of the summation.

Charges on the Conductor

After calculating the Unknown coefficient vector, a, the total charge can be
determined by integrating the surface charge density over the strip width. This results in
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12x
0 W12 dx+ (3.23)Q = a0J + + a$

I
(2x

Analytically, each integration term is already known using the orthogonality
property of Chebyshev functions. That is,

Tm(X) 1[r if mO (3.24)
_1V1_x2 [0 other,vise

Thus, only the first term remains, which can be obtained from a simple
transformation. The total charge is given by

12x
W/2 T01:::wJ dxa0!ff_T0() W,rQ=a0 f
-W12

"(2xJ
- Jl_(z)2 dZ=a0 (3.25)

The unknown coefficient vector is obtained as

a0 .... S0,, ' 2V0 /W

aN SN10 .... S,N1 0

T 2Ve0/W 2T00Ve0/W
= : : : = (3.26)

TN1O .... TN1,N1 0 2TNOVE0/W
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If the applied voltage of the conductor is assumed to be 1 volt, the total charge directly
gives the equivalent capacitance. It should be noted that the equivalent capacitance is
complex and frequency-dependent if the substrate includes any lossy material.

Examples

To illustrate the technique, the charge distributions on a microstrip are obtained for

different substrate conductivities. As shown in Figure 3.6, the charge density is higher at

the edges of the strip. Furthermore, the total charge on the conductor is larger for large

substrate conductivities in comparison to small substrate conductivities. This can be
explained with the help of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.2.

50

40
Cl)

3O

o 0 20
U) 0-

100

2Opm

3jtmOx

250 jtm
Si

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2

l00-1 0000[S/m]

a1 0[SIm]

0[5Im]

0 2 4 6 8 10

Position[J.LmJ

Figure 3.6 Equivalent surface charge distribution on the conductor @1 GHz for 1 [V}
electric potential.
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With increasing substrate conductivity, the conductance, G1, becomes more dominant

and the effective shunt capacitance approaches the oxide capacitance, Coy, In contrast, for

low substrate conductivities, C., dominates and the effective shunt capacitance is
approximately given by

3.3 Physical Concept of Magnetic Vector Potential

In order to understand the physical behavior of magnetic vector potential, one can

start from the following relation between magnetic vector potential and magnetic flux

density.

VxA=B (3.27)

Physically, this relation can be expressed using Stoke's theorem as

1 (V x A). ds = LB . ds (3.28)
Js Jc

DCurrent
Uni

Height I

(H) ,v"C

Ground Plane

Figure 3.7 Concept of magnetic vector potential in microstrip line structure
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If S is the surface enclosed by path ABCD in Figure 3.7, and A is the total magnetic flux

passing through the surface S, the RHS becomes A.

A=SB.ds=f(VxA).ds=fA.dl (3.29)

For a z-directed current, only the component of A is nonzero. Thus,

Ad1 =AId1

= A .dz+1 A I.dy(_$)+f A.dz(-1)+ I A 1dy
JAB Z JBD JCA

= 1 A dzi+ A .dz() (3.30)
JAB JDC

The 2'' integration is 0 since the magnetic vector potential at the ground plane is taken as

0. In addition, if the paths AB and DC are of unit length, we can summarize the relation in
the following form.

A=fB.ds =1 (VxA).ds=fA.dl =A (3.31)

Consequently, the flux linkage A per unit length between the strip and ground plane

is equivalent to the vector magnetic potential A can be specified on the surface of the
strip. This means that A can be specified on the conductor surface and the strip current
can be determined, as illustrated in the following section.

3.4 Magnetic Vector Potential (A) Based Quasi-static SDM

The main approach for determining inductance by specifying A2 and calculating the
strip current is analogous to the calculation of the charge distribution in the electric
potential-based SDM. Since the shape of the current distribution for a given electric
potential on the conductor is similar to the shape of the charge distribution, the same
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basis functions are used. However, the Green's function here is different and must first be

derived.

Magnetic Potential Oriented Green's Function

If a volumetric magnetic vector potential is located at i2, the corresponding current

density at i can be expressed as

V2A(i1)jwpaA(i1) = pJ(i2) (3.32)

V2GA(II)jwucGA(il)= (p2) (3.33)

Unit Volume

r1r2

Volume Source V2

Figure 3.8 Magnetic vector potential representation in terms of magnetic potential
oriented Green's function

Here, the equation (3.32) is derived in Appendix 8. The equations above can extract the

relations between current density and magnetic vector potential in terms of a vector
potential oriented Green's function representing the corresponding magnetic potential

when a unit vector source is located at the same location. The tangential current on the
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conducting strip is composed of both z and x components which represent the
propagation and dispersion, respectively. However, dispersion critically appears only

when the conducting strip is wide compared to the height of substrates, or the operation is

in the quasi-TEM mode and in the higher frequency range.

Medium I

/1r1 a1

Medium 2 /r2' a2 H

xGround Plane

Figure 3.9 Single line structure with two media for deriving the magnetic vector potential
based Green's function.

Otherwise, this phenomenon barely influences the mode parameters, and it is

negligible especially in the skin-effect mode. Thus, it is assumed that only the
longitudinal current component exists. By applying this approach, the total current on

the strip in Figure 3.9 can be obtained by integrating the current distribution. The
equivalent inductance is given as follows.

w

I = J (X)dX=A/Leff(CO) (3.34)
z

2

Since the current component has only a z component, the magnetic vector potential also

has only a i component. Thus, the vector quantities of the magnetic potential equation

and Green's function become scalar equations.
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V2A(x,y) jeojtoA(x,y) = p.J(x,y) (3.35)

V2GA(x,y)joWaGA(x,y) (x,y) (3.36)

Using the magnetic potential Green's function, the relationship between current density

and magnetic potential is

A(i\) 41jGA(il i2)J2(I2)d(v2) (3.37)

In the spectral domain, this integral relationship transforms to the product form given by

A(a,y) = /LG4(a,y)J(a,y) (3.38)

In order to derive the spectral domain expression for the magnetic potential Green's
function, one has to solve an ordinary differential equation subject to the boundary
conditions. The magnetic potential equation in spectral domain is

(3.39)
dy

In a source free region, this equation becomes

where

d2
--A(a,y)=(a2 +jau1cr1)A(a,y)=a12A(a,y) (3.40)
dy

a1=/a2+joo and
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If we assume that medium 1 is not bounded by electric sidewalls, the field will be
evanescent. In medium 2 the magnetic potential function is bounded by the strip and

ground plane. Thus, the solution to the 2' order ordinary differential equation (3.40) in

each region becomes

A1 (cx,y) Be__Th in medium 1 (3.41)

A(a,y) = Csinh(a2y) in medium 2 (3.42)

Here, B and C are unknown coefficients.

The potential at the interface between medium 1 and medium 2 must be the same, Thus,

the unknown coefficient C can be readily derived from the following equation.

B = CSinh(a2H) (3.43)

The boundary condition at the interface (y=H) is given by

dA1(x,y) dA2(x,y) =pJ(x) (3.44)
ay

The corresponding spectral domain expression becomes

idA1(cx,y) 1dA2(cx,y) =J(a) (3.45)
p1 dy p2 dy

By rewriting equation (3.45) in terms of unknown coefficient B, the following equation

results:

11 B
aB)--1a2

P1 P2
Sinh(a2H)J 052 (') (3.46)
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Thus, the unknown coefficient B can be solved as

J) (3.47)B=
1

---a2Coth(a2H)a1 +
uI 4U2

By inserting the coefficient B into (3.46), the magnetic potential at the interface between

the two media can be represented by the Green's function as

A(a,H)=
J(a)

1 1
JuOGA(a)JZ(a). (3.48)

a1 +a2coth(a2H)
I'l P2

Finally, the Green's function is derived as

1
GA(a)=

1 1
(3.49)

a1 +a2coth(a2H)
Pri Pr2

To generalize, the Green's function for an arbitrary number of media can be readily
represented using Wheeler's approach.

1
(3.50)

YH(a)+ YL(a)

+ Y(a)LJ_l coth(a1H1)
(3.51)= Y(a)01

Y(a)LJ1 + coth(a1H1)

Assuming Pr1 Pr2 = = 1.0, each can be obtained as
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Y(a)01 =a1 =Ja2 +joi,a,

For example, the Greens function for the magnetic potential for a two-layer case is

1GA(a) =_________________________a. + cx2Coth(a2H2 )Coth(a1H1) (3.52)
a0+a1

a2Coth(a2H2 ) + a1Coth(cx1H1)

Galerkin's Procedure

Galerkin's procedure for this spectral domain approach is similar to that of the
electric potential-based SDM. The magnetic vector potential can be expressed in the
following form if Chebyshev basis functions with unknown coefficients a are used for
current. That is

where

A (a, y) = pG4 (a, y)J (a, y)
,rW4u0

afl(_f)2nGA(a)J2fl(J (3.53)
2

N T2.(]
J(x)= (3.54)

w)

The spectral domain representation for (3.54) becomes

N

J(a) =aW(-j)
2nI 2 ) (3.55)
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Multiplying with the orthogonal functions as weight functions on both sides and taking
the inner product results in

f (a)(-J)2" 12m(_ }la

laW law"JrWjl0
(3.56)

2

Similar to the quasi-electrostatic case described in the previous section, application of
Galerkin's procedure results in a set of linear equations for the unknown current
coefficients, i.e.,

n=oNN
2m+2n

Snm(J) a=fW1j (3.57)
otherwise

Each element can be obtained by integration as

where

laW laW
snip, (3.58)

k=O...°°, Lcublo.w.

. Total Current on the Strip and Equivalent Inductance

Calculating the current on the strip is as similar to calculating the total electric
charge. The solution to the linear equation



a0 S00 .... S01 2A/w Pc

aN SN1O .... SN1N1 0 TN1O
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I2AIWP0
(3.59)

TN,J 0

yields the unknown coefficient vector. Then, the current is obtained as

where

12x \
+W/2 TOl_J

caa0!if 7) Wit
J=a0 5 d=a0 (3.60)

-W/2 _j1_(z)2 2

w)

a
2T00

Consequently, the p.u.1. inductance can be calculated as follows:

1z = f7J(x)dx = AILeff(0)) (3.61)

Note that the equivalent inductance is reciprocal to the calculated total current if a unit
magnetic flux is assumed.

Examples

Using the approach described above, several exemplary cases are characterized in

terms of slow-wave factor and attenuation. The results are also compared with the full-

wave SDM to validate this new quasi-static approach. It is interesting to examine the

change in strip current as a function of substrate conductivity. In Figure 3.10, the
calculated relative current distribution on the conducting strip is piotted for several cases
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of substrate conductivity. Similar to the charge distributions on the conductor depicted in

the Figure 3.6, the total current increases significantly for large substrate conductivities.

For high substrate conductivities, the longitudinal substrate current due to the magnetic

field (i.e., magnetic potential) in the substrate begins to flow close to the surface of
semiconductor. For a given magnetic flux, the strip current is increased, thus lowering the

inductance. From a more physical point of view, for a given strip current, the flux linkage

is reduced due to the magnetic fields generated by the longitudinal substrate currents.
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Figure 3.10 Relative current distribution on the conducting strip calculated by magnetic
potential-based quasi-static SDM @ 1 [GHz} assuming unit magnetic flux linkage

It is clear that the inductance calculated by the conventional method (i.e., constant value

over the entire Y.ç O region) is not applicable to structures with highly lossy substrates.
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Even though the dominant substrate current increases rapidly when Si is around
1 0[S/m] for this specific case, this value, in general, depends on the operating conditions

of the circuit. In most cases, it is lower than 1 04[S/m] as frequency increases. The

substrate resistance can be calculated from the imaginary part of the equivalent
inductance.

As another validating case, the same structure as in electric potential-based SDM

approximation in Figure 2.4 is investigated with the proposed approach and compared

with full-wave SDM in Figure 3.11. Since the quasi-magnetostatic SDM accurately
calculates the substrate resistance together with the inductance, the slow-wave factor and

attenuation obtained with the new quasi-static approach is in excellent agreement with the

corresponding full-wave solutions.
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Figure 3.11 Slow-wave factor and attenuation by quasi-static and full-wave SDM
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Next, the frequency-dependent distributed R,L,G,C parameters for the structure
shown in Figure 3.1 are calculated by electric and magnetic potential-based SDM as a

function of frequency and substrate conductivity and results shown in Figure 3.12.

As expected, the distributed inductance decreases with increasing substrate
conductivity in the skin-effect mode region. In particular, at higher frequencies, the
quasi-TEM mode region extends to higher values of conductivity, and the transmission

line behavior goes into the skin-effect mode before completely extending into the slow-

wave mode region. Thus, only a small portion of the slow-wave mode occupies the
conductivity range at 50[GHz]. As the loss terms dominating the changes in attenuation,

distributed conductance and resistance are considered in Figure 3.12(b). First, the
distributed resistance significantly increases and does not decrease as much as the
distributed conductance does in these cases. The series and shunt loss terms cause higher

power loss as frequency increases, and consequently influence the performance of the

entire circuit.

Using the distributed circuit parameters, the line mode parameters are calculated at

each frequency and compared with full-wave SDM (see Figure 3.13). For all the cases the

results obtained with the new quasi-static SDM are in good agreement with the full-wave

SDM, except for a slight difference for the quasi-TEM mode at 50[GHz] due to
dispersion, which is not an obtainable quantity by any quasi-TEM approach. This
dispersion caused by the x-directed current component becomes important especially
when relatively wide conducting strips on lossless substrate are operated at high
frequency. Thus, this dispersion effect is negligible for RF/Microwave and VLSI circuits

operating far below 50[GHz].

3.5 Conclusion

A new quasi-static approach for determining the complete frequency-dependent

transmission line parameters for a microstrip on semiconductor has been presented. The

quasi-static solution is in excellent agreement with full-wave solution, but requires
significantly less computation time. The quasi-static calculation approach is summarized

in Figure 3.14.
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V[volt] Applied Potential A[Wb/m] or A
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C, G Calculated Parameters L, R

Figure 3.14 Physical representation and conceptual summary of electric and magnetic
potential-based quasi-static calculation approach

Mode dispersion is ignored during this procedure since the quasi-static approach
assumed that the current has only a z component. In general, the effective dielectric
constant increases as the frequency increases due to stronger electric field under the
conducting strip. That is, the electric potential at each position of the conductor begins to

change as the frequency increases and this horizontal potential difference on the
conductor leads not only to an additional x directed current, but also to a change in the

electric field distribution under the conductor since dçti(x)/dx is no longer 0.
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In other words, the propagating mode is obviously not TEM (i.e., Ez0 and Hz0),

even for lossless substrates.

Static High Frequency
0(x) 0(x)

Conducting Strip

Figure 3.15 Mode dispersion due to tangential (x) voltage difference

Thus, mode dispersion is another significant factor determining the physical
properties of microstrip lines at high frequency, especially when the W/H ratio is
typically more than 0.5-0.1 and the operation is in the quasi-TEM mode. However, this

phenomenon plays a relatively minor role if the W/H ratio is small, and it can be totally

omitted for common interconnects used in RFIC's or VLSI's for whidh the operation is in

the slow-wave or skin-effect mode, as seen in the Figure 3.15.

Additional advantages of the new quasi-static approach over full-wave techniques

are that the characteristic impedance is readily obtained, and the entire computation takes

approximately less than 2% of the full-wave SDM if one basis function is used and a
lossless substrate is assumed. It is observed that approximately 2-3% of the computation
time is achieved for general MIS structures compared with full-wave SDM.
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4 MULTICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES WITH GROUND PLANE

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the quasi-electrostatic and quasi-magnetostatic spectral domain
approaches are extended to various types of multiple coupled interconnect configurations

having a ground plane at the backside of the lossy substrate. Due to the proximity of
interconnects, mutual capacitive and inductive coupling can lead to significant crosstalk

noise. On the other hand, coupling between lines is used in various microwave
components such as directional couplers, power dividers, and coupled line filters. Hence,

multiple interconnects should be modeled as a coupled transmission line system.

Figure 4.1 shows the general equivalent circuit of two coupled interconnects. In
general, the coupled line system can be represented in terms of [R], [LI, [G], [C]

matrices. The off-diagonal elements in these matrices represent the coupling between the

interconnects.

I

L12

G12

R12

C20

Figure 4.1 Equivalent circuit model for multiple coupled interconnects
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Since the whole procedure for calculating the capacitance matrix has already been
described in the literature [11-16], this chapter focuses on describing how to obtain the

inductance matrix in terms of the magnetic vector potential based Green's function
obtained in the previous chapter.

4.2 Single Level, Multiple Coupled Interconnects

Figure 4.2 shows a general single level multiple coupled interconnect structure.
Here, the total current distribution on the k-th conductor with m-th conductor excited can

be expanded in terms of the same basis functions as for the signal line case as

2(x-xk)'

JZ,k(x)=afl
Wk

J (4.1)
2(x Xk ) "

nO

1(
2

WkJ

where T() is the Chebyshev polynomial of order n.

ero ,

£rN ' HN

Ground Plane

Figure 4.2 Single level, multiple coupled microstrip transmission line structure



Once the current distribution is obtained, total current flowing on the k-th

conductor can be calculated by integration.

V/k

=j 2J (x)dx (4.2)zk Wk zkXk-

Unlike the relations between charge and capacitance, inductance is reciprocal to the

current on the conductor. By employing a dummy matrix [K] so that each element is
proportional to the current, all elements of [K] can be found from the relations between

the resulting current on the k-th conductor corresponding to the excitation of the m-th

conductor. This relationship can be expressed in matrix form as

where

[J] [KIA]

IzkI
Kk,m and [Kj =

1*k

. Calculation Approach

(4.3)

By transforming the spatial domain representation of the current distribution into

the spectral domain, the vector magnetic potential can be written in terms of a Green's
function and current expansion on conductor for k.

z,k (a) e') (4.4)2)
)

and
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I -.a (-j) .GA(a).Jfl-'.e1*) (45)12 2 )

Here, J. (,) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order i, and a.m is the coefficient

of the n-th basis function representing the current distribution on the m-th conductor

when the k-th conductor excited. Taking the inner product of the basis functions and test

functions as (-j)' J. (aW,,, /2). , the left-hand side becomes

L.S.H f AZk(a)(f) j(' ].eJat da (4.6)

The spatial domain representation of the L.H.S can be obtained using Parseval's theorem.

TX2xm)1

Wm
i (4.7)LJ-I.S=2ir-----

X+

JrWm
fA(x).

Wm

Using the properties of the Chebyshev functions, the L.H.S becomes a constant after

some simple manipulations as shown the chapter 3.

where

L.H.S = 2A I = (4.8)T1()
dZ 2A

f '°
J-1 2 0 Otherwise

2(X+Xm)

Wm
dx=-d.

On the other hand, the R.H.S. becomes
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R.H.S = (f!.ak.m (
f)I+fl .1(__).GA(cx) .J ( .}e_1k_1 .da) (4.9)

This integration can be simplified if the exponential term representing the spatial

distance between the center position of two arbitrary conductors can be divided into even

and odd trigonometric terms as follows.

R.H.S. =

p0 Cos[cr(; Xm)] da + (.) ( J)i+fl+l
Sin[a(xk Xm )]. da) (4.10)

where

()= 'A (a). J

Note that the Green's function is always an even function. If the orders i and n of

the Bessel functions are either even, or both odd numbers, (.) becomes an even function

and the second integration term becomes 0. Otherwise, the first integration term becomes

0. Finally, the right-hand side becomes the following form after eliminating the
unnecessary terms.

where

R.H.S =p0am JrWIJ((T1WkJ GA(a).Jfl(2
J
P(a)1 . da (4.11)

ICos{alxk_xml] if i+n=even
L

sinEax Xml] if + = odd

Combining left and right-hand sides together, the linear equations for M coupled

lines with (Nj-Fl) basis functions is written in the following simplified matrix form in
order to find the (Nj-f-i) unknown coefficients by Galerkin's procedure, that is,
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12A.I if i=0
(412)

[0 Othevise }

i= 0,1, .. ,Nj k= 1,2, .. ,M, n= 0,1, .. ,Nj m= 1,2, .. ,M,.

.ri.!#_). GA (a).
} P(a),kfl,,,0 2

Each F(a)jkflm becomes Fp,q of an (Nj-I-i) XM(Nj+1) sized matrix as follows.

Fa=b (4.13)

In (4.13), a is the coefficient vector, and b is the vector containing the potential. Matrix

equation (4.13) is solved as

where

F00 F01 FON [2A/Wm/io
a1c.m F,0

:"
FIN [o]

(4.14)

[aNf
k.m}

FNO FN2 FN [o]

Fp,q = F(a)j,k,nm and pMxi+k, q=Mxn+m, and N=M(Nj-I-1).

Once the unknown coefficient vector for each current distribution on an arbitrary
conductor is calculated, each element of matrix /KJ and corresponding matrix [L] can be

readily obtained using the following equation:



I

Iz,kI

=11 jKkm
Am k n=O I

A,=O

with

and

1

Wk
J dxl

2 I2(xxk)' I

[J}=[KIA}

{L}= [Kt'.
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(4.15)

The unknown coefficient vector also can be obtained using the approach described in the

previous chapter. If the properties of Chebyshev polynomial are used, the dummy matrix

[K] can be calculated in a similar manner as in the single line inductance case.

K TkmJV
k,m

(4.16)

Once the equivalent capacitance and inductance matrices are calculated, the line

mode parameters can be extracted by calculating the eigenvalue of the following
characteristic linear equations.

where

[z][y]y2[u]=o and [zIY]' z02[u]=o

[z]= [R]+jo.[L], []= [G}+ jw[C] and [u]= Unitaiy Matrix.

(4.17)

The solution yields M line mode parameter vectors, [r]MX1 = [a + Jf3]M1 and [z0 'Mxl for

M conductors over a ground plane.
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Examples

As a first case of multiple coupled interconnects, an asymmetric coupled
transmission line on a heavily doped silicon substrate is considered. The coupled line

parameters are shown in Figure 4.3 as a function of frequency. Calculated line parameters

for the c and it mode by a full-wave simulator HP/Momentum® are also plotted in this

figure together with the simulation results from the new modeling approach. As
frequency increases, attenuation and wave velocity increase, similar to the single line

case. In the it mode (mode 2) both conductors are excited with opposite polarities and

most of the field around the strips is concentrated in the oxide layer between the
conducting strips at which the relative permittivity and conductivity are very small
compared to the silicon layer. In this case, the oxide layer dominates the propagation
characteristics. On the other hand, excited potentials with same polarity in the c mode
(mode 1) force the fields to penetrate deeply into the substrate, and the silicon layer
dominates the propagation characteristics. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the propagation

characteristics for three and four line cases, respectively. In general, the line parameters

extracted from the scattering matrix generated by HP/Momentum® are in good
agreement with the results obtained with the electric and magnetic potentialbased quasi-

static SDM.
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Figure 4.3 Line parameters of a single level, two coupled line structure calculated by
quasi-static SDM and HP/Momentum®.
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Figure 4.4 Line parameters of a single level, three coupled line structure calculated by
quasi-static SDM and HP/Momentum®.
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4.3 Multilevel, Multiple Coupled Interconnects

Multiple coupled, multilevel interconnects are more common structures used in
current MMIIC's and RFICs. Unlike the microstrip lines as edge-couplers, multileveled

conductors have tighter coupling if the interconnects are fabricated in the same direction

(broadside coupled). In most cases, these broadside-coupled configurations are more

common in Iv[MIC applications and need rigorous analysis due to the complicated
coupling effects.

As shown in Figure 4.6, all the conductors are coupled to each other in both
horizontally and vertically. Modeling this configuration can be achieved by formulating

the relations between all the source positions by a Green's function given in a matrix
form.

Eco
1 2 1st Level

Ed
2nd Level

EC2

(K-1)th Level

Ec(K1)
M

K-th Level

ECK

Figure 4.6 General multilevel, multiconductor structure

. Calculation Approach

Since the Green's function only characterizes the vertical source positions, the

Green's function is given in kxk sized matrix form if k levels of conductor are present.
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The electric or magnetic potential based Green's function matrix, ä; (a), quantifying the

relations between the layers is found by inverting the matrix composed of input
admittance seen at each conductor layer. First, the electric potential based Green's
function matrix is found by a similar approach as described in Appendix 11.

where

[o1
1K

[To] (4.18)
LI-' iKxl xKrP Jicxi

[joø
}-'

[ôo]

Here, the admittance matrix form is given as

Y'i.i(a) YL2(a) 0 0
Y02,l(a) Y#2,2(a) Y2,3(a)

[fo..]
0 . .. .. 0 (4.19)

YK1,x2(a) Y*K_1,K_I(a) YK_I,K(a)
0 0 YK,K_I(a) YK.K(a)

where each element can be obtained using the following equations:

Y (a) = Y (a) + Iakc1Coth(Ia H1), Yf(a) = aIE0 (4.20)

YK,K(a) = Y (a) -i- IakC(K I)Coth(frx .H_1), 17(a) = I*cKcoth(IaI HK) (4.21)

(a) = Iak Goth(IaI H1) + IaIeC(I_I) Goth(IaI H._1) (4.22)

IaIcc1
(a) = Z!1

(a) = (4.23)
Sinh(laI. H1)

Similarly, the magnetic potential based Green's function matrix can be written as



[J L1
[j0.A

ILK [ ]KxI

where

Also, the admittance matrix becomes

jA11() VA12(a)

Y2,l(a) yA(a)
[jo.AJ_ 0

0

[yo.4]-1 [ooAI

o .. 0
fA(a)

0
fA(a) iAKIKI (a) iAKIK(a)

o yA(a) YAKK(a)

For calculating each element, the following equations are used.

Y(a)=Y(cr)+a1Coth(a1H1), Yj(a)=a0

YKK(a)= iA(a)+aCoth(a '1K)' Y(a)=aKCoth(aK HK)

Y (a) = a. Coth(a1 H.) +a._1 Coth(a1_1 H._)

and a. =a2 +jwa,
Sinh(a, .H)

Here, Y" (a) is the input admittance seen from the p-th layer to the q-:h layer
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(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

As the next step, the Green's function matrix is expanded to (MXM) size to
represent the interaction between all of the conductors including the horizontal distances

between the interconnects, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 4.7 Final Green's function matrix representing multilevel, multiconductor
structure

In order to fonn the final system equation for calculating the unknown coefficient
matrix, each element is given as

F((X)jknm jj(' Gk,m(a).jn('m
}P(a)i.k.fl.m (4.30)

° 2 )

The linear equation given in (4,13) is directly solve for the unknown coefficient
vector, a.

Examples

Using the modeling technique for multilevel planar transmission line structures,

line parameters of two level, two, three, and four coupled conductor cases are calculated

and depicted in Figures 4.8 10 as well as compared with HP/Momentum® simulations.
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Figure 4.8 Line parameters of a two level, two coupled line structure calculated by quasi-
static SDM and HP/Momentum®
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For the two-line case illustrated in Figure 4.8, the field distribution is rather different
from that of the single level case in Figure 4.3. Since one of the conducting strips is
embedded in the oxide layer, more fields are condensed at the oxide layer between the

conductors in contrast to the single level structure, even for the same polarity of
excitation. Thus, the wave velocity does not change as much as in the former case. A
similar behavior occurs for three and four line cases with less attenuation compared with

the single microstrip case. For all cases, the solutions obtained with the proposed method

are in good agreement with the full-wave solutions.

4.4 Interconnects with Finite Thickness

In the previous section, the interconnect thickness was assumed to be zero. With
decreasing conductor width, however, the finite thickness of the conductor becomes
significant and cannot be ignored. This is especially of concern for VLSI circuits where

for narrow interconnects, the thickness is about as large as the interconnect width, or even

larger. In general, a thick conductor with fmite conductivity itself has a complicated loss

behavior including the conductor skin effect and proximity effects. Thus, calculating the

conductor loss is another important issue, and has been studied by various full-wave
and/or quasi-static techniques [22-23]. Currently, some chip manufacturers are trying to

fabricate the circuits with high-conductivity materials such as copper in order to reduce

the conductor loss [3].
In this thesis, the effects of finite matallization thickness for an ideal conductor are

the main focus and are analyzed in terms of capacitance and inductance. Once accurate L

and C parameters are calculated, the conductor loss can be estimated with various quasi-

static or empirical methods and added to the contributions to the substrate skin effect.

If the conductor has finite thickness, more electric charge and current are
accumulated at the surface compared to an infinitesimally thin conductor. This results in

changes in the capacitance and inductance values. In order to take into account the
matallization thickness effects, Kollipara and Tripathi [20] introduced an effective and

accurate modeling technique using a stacked conductor model.
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Charges

ErE.

*
Figure 4.11 Arbitrary shaped conductor cross section and its stacked model

The main idea of this approach is that all of the electric charges are accumulating

on the outer shell of the conductor if the conductivity is infinity. Therefore, the arbitrary

cross sectional shape of a conductor can be equivalently replaced with an adequate
number of infinitesimally thin multiple stacked conductors, as shown in Figure 4.11.
Since the electric potentials of all the stacked conductors are the same and the distance

between adjacent conductors is very small, most of the charges are populated at the edges

of each stacked conductor except for the top and the bottom ones.

Technically, the Green's function matrix for this model can be modified from the

multilayered conductor structure explained in the previous section. However, this
modeling process is more complicated if the conductor is considered as a function of

thickness since it is difficult to decide how many conductors should be stacked for a
given thickness. The most accurate way is setting the number of conductors to as many as

possible, thus a Green's function matrix of large dimensions is obtained, and the
computation becomes more complicated than that of the lossy substrate problem.

This section proposes a simple strategy that greatly reduces the matrix size based
on the following assumptions. First, the cross section of the conductor is rectangular.
That is, all the stacked conductors have the same width, and the corresponding arguments

of the basis functions used in Galerkin's procedure are also the same. Second, the
distances between the stacked conductors are all the same so that the Green's function
matrix does not have too many different height terms. This strategy drastically reduces

the entire formulation. That is, the Green's function matrix becomes a single equation

since the stacked conductors can be regarded as a single conductor.
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Calculating Approach

As described above, the admittance matrix for the stacked conductor structure can

be obtained by calculating input admittance elements seen at each conductor. In Figure

4.12, a conductor with finite thickness and rectangular cross section is modeled with
(N+1) stacked conducting strips.

Substrates 2

TI

Substrates I

Substrates 2
dTI _________ N,

N.1

T
T :

(N+1) Conductors

S
1p.

Substrates 1

Figure 4.12 Rectangular conductor cross section and its stacked conductor model

For capacitance calculation, the set of linear equations in terms of input admittance

matrix and potential is given as

pN(a) I*NN(a) w,,r_i(a)

_1(cr) Yw_i,,(a) Y_i,w_i(a)
= 0

p0(a) 0

0 ... 0 ØN(a)
Yw_1,w_2(a)

iii
:

(4.31)
Y01,2(a) Y'i,i(a) Y"i,o(a) (a)

0 Y*o,i(a) Y*o,o(a) Ø(a)
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Y*o,o (a) = Y (a) + jaIEOe,. Coth (lal. dT) (4.32)

Y*NN (a) = Y (a) + IakoErCotlz(klI . dT) (4.33)

Y1(a)= IaIEoer (coth(IaI . dT) + Coth(IaI . dT))= 2jaIEoErCoth(IaI . dT) (4.34)

IaIsoErY1 (a) = (a) = I (4.35)
Sinh(IaI. dT)

If the thick conductor has an arbitrary cross section of shape, it is desired to compute the

entire matrix written above to apply to Galerkin's procedure. However, if we assume that

the shape of the conductor cross section is rectangular, the procedure can be drastically

simplified. That is, we are only interested in the total accumulated charges of the
conductor group, and not the total charge on each of the thin conductors. In addition, all

of the thin conductors of the stacked model are at the same electric potential (i.e.,

PTota! P0+P1 ++PN and 0 =0 ="=ON =0). This approach changes the

admittance matrix above into a simpler form which can be written as

PTotal
(a) =

[YLO (a) + Yj (a) + N 2IaJEoEr
+ N 2jaIEoErCoth(IaI . dT)] 0(a) (4.36)

Sinh(Ia . dT)

or

i (a) = f (a) + (a) + 2N IaIEor[Coth(IaI. dT)
Sinh(IaI dT)} (4.37)

Since the admittance matrix changed into a single value, the size of the linear equation

matrix in Galerkin's procedure also can be reduced.

Equivalently, this equation can be generalized for a conductor with finite thickness

as shown in the Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Equivalent input admittance of a thick conductor in a domain

The input admittance for capacitance calculation is obtained as

which results in

jA(a)+jO.A(a)+fA(a) (4.38)

CON (a) = 2N aEoer(Coth(kxI dT)
1 (4.39)

Sinh(al dT)

Using a similar approach, the input admittance of a thick conductor for inductance
calculation can be derived as

1
dT)ICON (a) 2N. ac(Coth(ac

Sinh(cc . dT)
J

(4.40)
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with
= Ja2 +

Here, TN is the number of stacked conductors and dT is the gap between the stacked

conductors( =T/N).

Examples

The effects of the conductor thickness on the interconnect characteristics are
considered and plotted in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Here, the substrate is assumed to be
lossless to examine the effects from the conductor only. Figure 4.14 shows the line
capacitance, inductance and characteristic impedance calculated by this method as a
function of conductor thickness. As the conductor becomes thicker, the total charge and

current increase, and the characteristic impedance decreases. This change is very close to

the result obtained with the commercial quasi-static solver HP/LineCalc®.
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Figure 4.14 Changes in C, L and Zo as a function of conductor thickness @1GHz
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Figure 4.15 Calculated characteristic impedance for various conductor thickness

In order to show the accuracy of this approach, the characteristic impedances of
various conductor cases with different W/T (width to thickness) ratios are calculated and

compared with other published data and measurements as shown in Figure 4.15. Since
the test structures are all different cases, the characteristic impedances are marked with
unsorted order in Figure 4.15. It can be seen that the results for each group composed of

data from measurements, the technique proposed in [211 and this work are veiy close to
each other.

As seen in the simulation results depicted in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, except for skin

effect associated with the operating frequency, all the effects of the finite conductor
thickness are sufficiently taken into account during the parameter calculation. In general,

this method can be applied to most structures when the conductor thickness and
frequency are not too high.
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4.5 CAD-Oriented Modeling of Interconnect with Finite Length

Once the distributed line parameters are obtained, on-chip interconnect structures

of finite length can be simulated. However, since the line parameters are frequency-
dependent the implementation of the model in general simulator environments are
difficult or, in some cases, impossible. Therefore, it is advantageous to represent the
frequency-dependent parameters in terms of a lumped element circuit with ideal (fixed)

element values. Such a CAD-oriented circuit can be directly implemented in general

simulators including Spice to simulate the broadband characteristics of the interconnect

structure. A general-purpose CAD model for a single MIS transmission line has been
developed in [26] and is shown in Fig. 4.16.

R(co) L(w)

G(o) U(w)

Csi

TG0x

Gsi

Figure 4.16 Frequency-dependent equivalent circuit and its CAD model for a single
interconnect on Si-SiO2

The three shunt elements (Cot, Csj and Gsj) in this equivalent circuit can be
extracted from the frequency-dependent shunt admittance Y(o) =G(Ø +joiC(o) at one

frequency by taking into account the additional relationship
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+ f?L '1

G(co) JO.)) (4.41)Ceq(0))=C(0))+ =
Jo

,-,U
Jo)

with the relation

LL
C1 e51

The equivalent circuit for the p.u.1. series impedance Z(Ø=R(Ø+joL(co) is

derived by constructing a realizable rational polynomial approximation of the general
form [67]:

(4.42)

The rational polynomial function is synthesized in terms of ideal R and L elements

in a ladder-type canonical topology [67].

The ideal element equivalent circuit models for single and coupled interconnects
have been implemented in Spice. Figure 4.17 shows the step response of a single
interconnect when the full frequency-dependence of the transmission line parameter is
taken into account. Also shown are the results for the corresponding distributed constant
value RC and RLGC models. It is seen that the frequency-independent models give an
inaccurate approximation of the step response.

As a second example, an asymmetric coupled line structure is simulated. The near-
end, far-end and through port voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.18. The results
obtained by the Spice simulation are in excellent agreement with the solution obtained by

direct convolution.
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Figure 4.17 Simulation of step response for a single interconnect
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Figure 4.18 Simulation of step response of the equivalent circuit model for an asymmetric
coupled interconnect structure and comparison with direct convolution.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the quasi-static modeling approach has been extended to multiple

coupled lines on single and multiple metallization levels. This approach can be extended

to characterize the structures without conductor at the interface of the media (see
Appendix 12). The technique has also been extended to include the effects of finite
conductor thickness. The conductor loss including conductor skin effect has been
determined separately and added to the distributed series resistance due to the substrate

loss. Finally, the transmission line model has been implemented in Spice, and the
broadband step response of a single and coupled line structure have been simulated.
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5 MULTICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES WITHOUT GROUND PLANE

5.1 Introduction

IC technologies of today suffer from various problems due to the interconnects
such as delay time, radiation effects and heat [27]. One possible structure solving these

problems can be made by placing the ground conductors close to the signal lines as
shown in the Figure 5.1, thus, the signal interconnects can be conveniently referenced by

closely located ground lines. This is also a common structure in current VLSI technology.

S G S G(DC BIAS)

Oxide

Silicon

Figure 5.1 Signal-ground paired interconnects without bottom ground plane

The coupling effects are composed of mutual terms between the lines without
having any effect from the bottom ground plane, unlike the strictures in the previous
chapters. Thus, this configuration provides less delay time as well as higher circuit
density on a given area.

Modeling of signal-ground interconnects can be achieved by placing the ground
plane at the bottom at infinity (or, virtually removing) in the previous microstrip
modeling equation. However, the numerical integration in Galerkin's procedure for
capacitance calculation needs to deal with the critical singularity at a=O since the Green's
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function becomes a numerically unstable function when the electric walls located at the

top and bottom are removed simultaneously. In order to solve this problem, the Green's

function was divided into singular and regular parts, and the spatial Galerkin's procedure

was applied to the singular part while the spectral domain Galerkin's procedure was
applied to the regular part [11,12].

Ga) = G4a) + GReguIaIX) = G4a) + [cx Ga)] (5.1)

Mathematically, the extracted singular part of the Green's function described
above, in general, implies that interconnects are located in a purely homogeneous
medium (e.g., free space). Thus, previous works used elliptic integral equations obtained

by the conformal mapping technique instead of the spatial Galerkin's method for
structures in a homogeneous medium [11,27].

However, these techniques have practical difficulties considering the situations as

following situations. First, applying this approach in both spatial and spectral domain, in

general, requires a computation time, and, if the conductors are located in a homogeneous

single medium, the calculation should be carried out purely in the spatial domain,
including the conformal mapping technique. Second, Galerkin's procedure for

capacitance becomes even more complicated if the conductor has a finite thickness.
Conventionally, the procedure in the spatial domain was necessary since it was the only

way to obtain the inductance values even for lossy substrate media. According to the
magnetic potential-based quasi-static SDM introduced in the previous chapter, it is clear

that the conventional method is not accurate for high substrate conductivities and high
frequencies. Thus, doing the entire calculation in the spectral domain is more appropriate

in order to take advantage of successful evaluation of the series and shunt components for

the lossy substrate effects and conductor thickness. The main approach is done in the
following manner.

1. Investigate the behavior of capacitive and inductive Green's function around the

specific singular point, a=O, in the spectral domain.
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2. Reconstruct the equivalent physical structure in the spatial domain for a=O using the
information obtained in the first step.

3. Derive the Green's function again for the structure and transform it into the spectral
domain.

4. Apply the Galerkin's procedure fully in the spectral domain.

In the first section, a new technical approach to obtain an appropriate Green's
function for the specific singular point, cx=O, is introduced and applied to typical
structures. Also, using the proposed method, the calculated results are compared with the

previous results to demonstrate the validity of this approach of decreased complexity.
That is, the evaluation procedure is done purely in the spectral domain, and the proposed

method accurately models the interconnect structures with the metallization thickness. In

addition, the equivalent inductance calculation approach is introduced for the same
structure in the next section using a similar singular point treatment.

Once the distributed elements are computed, the lumped element matrices for the

structures are extracted. That is, if a structure has a total of M lines with N signal lines
and (M-N) reference lines, the dimension of the final matrix should be reduced from
MxM to NxN. In contrast to the simplicity of the capacitance matrix reduction, the
inductance matrix must be obtained by solving the current relations between the lines.

In the last section, typical structures such as co-planar microstrips and co-planar
wavegu ides are examined to show the validity of the entire approach for the interconnect
structures without ground plane.

5.2 Capacitive Coupling in Signal-Ground Paired Interconnects

If the bottom ground plane is completely removed, it is expected that the
capacitances between the conductors and ground plane (i.e., self-capacitances)
annihilates, and the mutual capacitance between the lines are the only capacitance
component. For instance, the changes of self and mutual capacitance as a function of
substrate height H2 for the structure depicted in Figure 5.2 are computed. The two values
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converge to a final value drawn as a straight line (o marks). However, the capacitance
calculated by this quasi-static method blows up when the height increases further due to

the singularity in the system equation.
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Figure 5.2 Changes of capacitance as a function of ground plane spacing calculated by
normal quasi-static SDM and its numerical failure.

Even though the calculated capacitance is approaching closely to the final value in this

case, it is not guaranteed to obtain the converged (final) value in many cases, especially

for asymmetrically coupled strips and multiple coupled lines. Thus, calculating the
capacitance for this configuration is not as simple as the previous approach by setting the

height of the medium to infinity. Hence, a modified Green's function needs to be derived.

In order to derive a new Green's function for interconnects without a ground plane,

the following three layered general planar transmission line configuration is considered.
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Figure 5.3 General multiconductor structure with ground plane

For a finite height H3 of bottom layer, the Green's function is given as

where

1(a) =
2 +E3CothaIH3)Coth(IcH2)

Coth(IaIH1)+E2
e3Coth(IalH3)+e2Coth(IaIH2)al EcO +e1

Ec2 +E3Coth(laIH3)Coth(lalH2)
+e 1Coth(laIH1)c2

e3Cot/z(lalH3)+e2Coth(lalH2)

0_j.J_
oo
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(5.2)

Note that, potentially, the Green's function for an arbitraiy structure may have multiple

singular points. However, in general, it is very rare to encounter any of these singular
points during the integration if the distance between the electric sidewalls is sufficiently

long [5]. However, the Green's function for the structure without ground plane includes a

very critical singular point at wO which is a necessary point to be evaluated during the
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Gelerkin's procedure. That is, the Green's function obtained by setting H3=oe, in the
equation (5.2) becomes

(5.3)G (a)I =
c2 + c3Coth(IaIH2)

Coth(lalH1)ci +5c2
+e2Coth(lalH2)

al cO
c2 +e3Coth(IaIH2)

Cot h(lcclH1)c2
Sc3 +e2Coth(laIH2)

Thus, the standard Galerkin's procedure cannot be directly carried out without any
analytical manipulation of the Green's function at this specific point.

In order to derive the mathematical expression for the specific singular point a=O,

each element of matrix [F] of the following set of linear equations is considered, that is,

Fa=b. (5.4)

Here, a is the unknown coefficient vector, and b is the potential vector as used in the
previous chapters. Each element of the matrix [F] is obtained by the following Galerkin's

procedure, and is simplified as

F(c)iknm
Jo

(%____J.G(a).J(7m J.P(a)ikflm 1a (5.5)

The entire integrand can be simplified due to the properties of the Bessel function. That
is,

J1(0)
{o

:i:f o
= (5.6)

1 if i=O

As described in (5.6), the first condition of the singularity at a=O is that the orders

of each Bessel function in the integrand must be 0 (i.e., i=n=0). Otherwise, the integrand
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becomes 0 and does not include any singular point. Also, the phase term becomes purely

a cosine function and becomes 1 as a approaches 0. Consequently, the entire integrand

becomes simply the Green's function, i.e.,

Jim
:x

J..J
(kIWm

Hb_oI I 2 o1 2
(5.7)

where Hb is the height of the bottom layer medium. Effectively, for a=0 the two
conductors with finite widths of WA and Wm can be regarded as one infinitesimally thin
conductor regardless of the distance between the lines. An additional simplification of the

Green's function can be made by setting Coth(ciJI) 1/aU if a is very small. Then, for

a=0 the Green's function can be written as

G, (a) 1

+
latH2 1

e1 +E2
ec2 frXIH1+

latH2
£cO +E1

ec2+llI2
ec2

latH,
Ec3 +

latH2 (5.8)

As expected, this function becomes singular as a approaches 0. Analytically, the

exact expression including the specific singular point can be obtained by calculating the

residue around the singular point at a=0 [50, Appendix 9], and it becomes

I
= 1',singujar(X)

lal[e0 +e3]
(5.9)
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More generally, for a multilayer structure with an arbitraiy number of layers, the singular

part of F (a) becomes

IF (a) F'sjngu,ar(a)
lalko +e,, }

(5.10)Ia-+o

where Ceb is the complex permittivity of the bottom layer whose height is oo Effectively,

it can be re-organized in the original integrand form assuming that a is very close to 0.
That is,

J1(-).G, (a) (aWm
'1. P(a) iknni) Ia-O

1

2 jlaI[ECO+ECb]
O 2

(5.11)

Since equation (5.11) becomes the same as the expression in equation (5.10) assuming all
the Bessel function terms as 1.0, the integrand becomes

j(aWm". 1 .ji!Ll
2 ) la([eCOeCb]

O( 2

1

IaI[o +Ecb]
(5.12)

Note that F (a) still can not be evaluated at a=0. However, a physical interpretation can

be implicitly derived from equation (5.12). First, all the substrates with finite heights
located between the top and bottom layers with infmite height can be ignored. Second,
the equivalent conductor width is changed into infinitesimally thin line conductor. Third,
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spatial distances between the conductor lines are all ignored and regarded as a single line

(i.e., Wm=WkO).

Using the information given above, a new equivalent structure for cx=O is
constructed as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

AH=°° W
1

Substrates

'H=oo

infinitesimally thin
line conductor

E
cb

Figure 5.4 Stripline without ground plane and its equivalent configuration for the singular
point evaluation at ct=O in the spectral domain

Infinitesimally thin
line charge of
infinite length

e0/ y

x x =

p. x

z

Interface(y 0)

Figure 5.5 Simplified structure for calculating the unknown charge on the conductor
located at the interface of two layered media
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Since the potential at an arbitrary point on the interface of the two media is of
interest, the observation point x' is arbitrarily chosen on the y=O plane as illustrated in

Figure 5.5. The electric field intensity due to the infinitely long line charge located at
x=x0 can be readily obtained from equation (5.13).

p.fl(xx) x (5.13)
2irs (eo +Ecb

o
2

where

Ii if x=x0fl(xx )=o [o if xx0

The corresponding potential can be written as

V(x') E(x).(dxi)= p, .fl(x'x0)
Intxx01 (5.14)

Jre0(e0 +ECb)

By definition, the Green's function at the observation point becomes

G(xD= fl(x'x0) (5.15)
re0(E0 +ECb)

In order to solve for the charge distribution from equation (5.15), the observation point x'
must be moved to x0 where the electric potential is known. Otherwise, this equation

cannot be solved since V(x') and p1 are both unknown. Thus, the ln(x) term in this

equation becomes the Dirac delta function, S (x), with negative sign.

Lim(Gm(x'))= 1[volt] = Lim( H(x'--x0)
x x'xk (Ec0 + Ecb)

ink I)

.5(0) (5.16)
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where

1°° if x=O5(x)=ç
L0 if xO

The spectral domain representation of this function can be written as

1 1G(x'x0) .6(0) $' G(a)I = (5.17)
ire (E0 + ECh) 11E0 (Ec0 + £cb)

Here, the delta function becomes a constant in the spectral domain, and the magnitude is

always 1.0 at the singular point (i.e., for a=O). Hence, the Green's function becomes

where

1G(a) (5.18)
Jr(E0 +ECb)

0 a 0.

Using this new Green's function, Galerkin's procedure can be carried out entirely

in the spectral domain. Each element can be obtained by the following generalized
equation. Also, the effects from the substrates with finite thickness are calculated during

the normal integration procedure while a0.

F (a)jkflm = so'-k- (a). (aWm
2 :kn da

1 1

=
(eCO ch)

0 2 G,(a)

if i=n=a=Ol
.j (aWm

Otheise 2
jP(a)ikm da (5.19)
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Once the capacitance matrix is calculated in this manner, each element does not
include the self-capacitance term (i.e., C10=O), but it consist of coupling terms between

the lines. For instance, the capacitance matrix written as the form of Q=CV for a general

three conductor case is shown in Figure 5.6.

C1 (=C1)

II

I 0 3

C12(=C21) C23(=C32)

C11 C12 C13 V C12 + C13 C12 C13 v

= C12 C22 C3 V2 = C12 C2 + C23 C23 V2

C3 C23 C33 V3 C13 C23 C13 + C23 V3

Figure 5.6 Equivalent circuit for a three coupled line structure without ground plane, and
its capacitance matrix representation

Also, the summation of each column or, row of capacitance matrix always becomes 0.
Thus, the matrix satisfies the following conditions.

= 0 or = 0 (5.20)

As previously stated, the dimension of the capacitance matrix needs to be reduced

to the size of the signal lines except for the reference conductors. That is, the matrix of

MxM is to be reduced to NxN size if the structure has N signal conductors by setting the

electric voltages of the grounded conductors as V0=0 in the equivalent circuit. The new

equivalent self and mutual capacitances referenced to the grounded conductors can be
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simply found by eliminating the corresponding rows and columns in the capacitance
matrix, as illustrated in Figure 5.7.

C13(=C31)

I II

I
2

io
p 3

C12(=C21) C23(=C32)

Conductor 2
Grounded

C13(=C31)

I II
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2

ió e 3

C12(=C21) C23(=C32)

Conductor 1,3
Grounded

C13(=C31)
2

f-iC12(=C21) C23(=C32) C12(=C21) C23(=C32)
2 2 1113

Figure 5.7 Equivalent circuit for a three coupled line structure represented in terms of
capacitive coupling considering the referenced conductor

In order to check the validity of this approach, a symmetric coplanar stripline is

investigated in terms of final capacitance value, and compared with the method
introduced in [11]. Figure 5.7 shows the computed capacitances of a coupled coplanar
stripline structure placed in a homogeneous medium (air) and the comparison with the
results calculated by the closed form equation for various W/S ratios. Here, the closed
form equation for this specific structure is a complete elliptic integral equation
determined by conformal mapping [11].

C

K[1j1_(SJ]
air e,,

K152')
(5.21)

where
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1.,r/2

K(x)=I dO.
JO I i

j 1 Sill 0)

Free Space

W1 W2(=W1)SII

W1 : S : W2

C[pF/m]
Generated by

Elliptic Integral

C[pF/m]
Generated by
This Work

Difference

0.1:1:0.1 7.36 7.37 0.14%

0.5:1:0.5 11.32 11.35 0.27%

1:1:1 13.84 13.87 0.22%

2:1:2 16.83 16.86 0.19%

5:1:5 21.32 21.22 0.47%

10:1:10 24.97 25.04 0.28%

Figure 5.8 Comparison of calculated capacitance of coplanar stripline in free space
generated by elliptic function and this work

As seen in the result in Figure 5.8, the capacitance values of two infinitesimally
thin conducting symmetrically coupled strips are calculated using equation (5.21) and the

proposed method. The results are in good agreement with each other for a wide range of

WIS ratios. Even though the conformal mapping technique yields accurate results in this

case, other approaches must be applied for characterizing coupled lines located in
inhomogeneous media.

As a more complicated structure, the capacitive coupling of a symmetric three

coplanar stripline structure located in a lossless inhomogeneous medium is calculated
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with different conductor widths and separations. The results are shown in Figure 5.9 in

terms of Cefi' and the characteristic impedance. The modal parameters calculated using the

new approach are in good agreement with the previous method in which the spectral

domain calculation as well as the additional spatial domain calculation are needed.
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Figure 5.9 Line parameters of coplanar stripline on lossless substrate calculated by this
work and compared with reference [11]

Since this work does not include any additional procedure, unlike the conventional

approaches, computation speed is significantly improved. The new method proposed here

also yields very accurate results and is directly applicable to any arbitrary lossy media.

As demonstrated, the proposed method is superior to the elliptical integration method, or

any other previous quasi-static approaches in term of modeling of practical structures.
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5.3 Inductive Coupling in Signal-Ground Paired Interconnects

The properties of the Green's function for calculating inductance of the structure

without ground plane are different from those for the capacitance calculation. Even
though there exist some reference conductors among the interconnects, the new quasi-
static SDM assumes all of the conductors located between the top and bottom electric

walls as active lines. Consequently, the inductance can not be defined since there is no

complete current loop in the structure if the substrates are completely lossless, and the
ground plane is removed. By setting H3 to infinity, the magnetic potential based Green's

function corresponding to the structure shown in Figure 5.3 can be derived as

1 (5.22)GA(a) =
(a2 +a3coth(a2H2))(Ch(H))]a1 +a2
(a3 +a2Coth(a2H2))+a

(a2 +a3Coth(a2H2))(Ch(H))]a2
(a3 +a2Coth(a2H2))

Since a. = 11a2 + joxs in equation (5.22), the critical singularity for the magnetic

potential based Green's function occurs when a=C) as well as the conductivities of all the

layers are 0. As described in the earlier section, the steps for forming the system equation

during the Galerkin's procedure are similar to the case for capacitance, and each element
of [F] matrix can be obtained by

F4 (a) i,knm =fJi(.?_J.4a.Jn([m }P(a)ikflm da (5.23)

Applying a similar condition as in the capacitance case,

.j (aWm0(__
)

G (a) ° 2 J

cos[a(xk Xm )i = G4 (a) (5.24)
a-O
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The singularity occurs when all the substrates are lossless. In this case, the magnetic-
vector-potential-based Green's function becomes

GA(a) =- (5.25)

In this case, deriving the Green's function by setting ThO is much easier than any

other conditions to obtain the stable Green's function. That is, at least one of the substrate

layers must have a finite conductivity so that this layer acts as a current returning path to

form a complete closed loop. For the semiconductor-based structures, this is a natural

choice for not having the singularity problem. However, the value for the lossless
substrate should be carefully chosen. In other words, the arbitrarily chosen value

should be large enough so that the layer acts as a current path, but also low enough that

this conductivity does not affect to the accuracy of the entire calculation. Here, for the

lossless case one of the layers was set to =1 3 [S/rn].

Similar to the capacitance calculation, this approach yields a general Mxlvi

inductance matrix regardless of the number of ground conductors. For instance, the
generated inductance matrix for a three-line structure is represented by the inductive
coupling components, and shown in Figure 5.10.

L1c---r--- L2;--r
1,,"L11 1,,"L33

A1 A2 A3

A1 L L12 L13 I'
A2 = L21 L22 L '2
A3 L31 L32 L33 I'3

Figure 5.10 Equivalent circuit for a three coupled line structure without ground plane,
and its inductance matrix representation
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Once the inductance matrix is calculated, it is desirable to reduce the size of the
inductance matrix to the actual number of signal conductors. Conventionally, if the

structure is completely lossless, the corresponding inductance matrix is obtained from the

capacitance matrix using [L] = p0e0 [c,, ] after elimination the rows and columns

corresponding to the ground conductors.

However, this strategy cannot be directly utilized simply by setting A0=O for every

ground conductor. Instead, the new inductance matrix is calculated using the current
relations since the ground conductor acts as a current returning path. That is, the
following condition must be satisfied to derive the final inductance matrix for the
configuration shown in Figure 5.11.

=0 (5.26)

If the 2nd conductor is grounded as shown in the figure, the current relation
becomes '2 = -(1 + 13) and each magnetic potential referenced by this conductor is

A1 = A1 A2 and A,, = A3 A2, respectively. Using the current relations, the following

matrix can be obtained after some simple manipulations.

7_
r4_C4___ L1f----G4--- L2;---'

j
"L11

A
L 1,'L33

: A'
3

1 Ak3

J--

Figure 5.11 The relations between the conducting current at each conductor and magnetic
potential corresponding to the grounded center line.
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A1 L12 L13 I

A2 = L21 L22 L23 '2

A3 L31 L32 L33 13

+
FA1 F L11 2L21 +L22 L13 L23 L12 +L22 1Fi]

LAdLL3, L32 L21 +L22 L33-2L32 +L22 ][13]
(5.27)

For lossless cases, the final inductance matrix should be the same as that of
conventional method.

Free Space

fltm

1Otm

1.71?xlcr" 9.182x1ff2 7.974x1ff2 1.215x1O 7.940x107 5.894x107

C0= 9.182'1O 2.2O41O 1.285<1O" 'L= 7.940x107 1.163x1O 6.585x107

7.974x1O2 1.28<1tT" 2.O86x1IT" 5.894x1t17 6.585x1t17 8.076x1t17

+ +

[L]=JQe(,[C0}' '=°

+ +
L,_18.446)<10 3.537x107] L,[8.441x107 3.537x107

L3 x107 6.542x1Oj [3.537 x107
6.535x107

Figure 5.12 Validation of capacitance and inductance matrix reduction technique
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As shown in the example depicted in Figure 5.12, the capacitance and inductance

matrices for a suspended three-line structure with grounded conductors were generated

by this work, and compared with the values generated by the conventional method. As a

result, computation of this matrix reduction technique for inductance is very close to the

conventional method. Thus, the free space capacitance matrix does not have to be
calculated to get the inductance matrix. Moreover, this scheme can be directly applied to

any case operating in the skin-effect mode. As commonly used structures, generalized

two and three conductors without ground plane are tabulated in Figure 5.13-14 with
different ground conductor positions.

L22

A1

'- A'

=4-

=A' (A2-A1)=L'12 =(LJI-L12-L2, +L22)12

=(1-2L12+L22)I,

.L,(w)=(L11 -2L12+L22)
A1 A2

1'-'ii
L12

A2 1L21 L22

A1

A'

=4-

A' = L'11 = (i., 112 - L21 + L22 )i

= (11, 2L12 + L22)11

L,,(a)=(L1 -2L2 +L22)

Figure 5.13 Inductance matrix reduction for an arbitrary two line structure



1A1 [ -2LL L2L32L13+L33TI11
LAd=k1-3-'+3 '22-2I23+133 112]

A2 A _i_

FA1 r 111-2L21L22 L13L23-112+L22T111
L33-2L32+L22 113]

FAII

1L11 L12 L1311111

I A2 L1 L22 L23 Il 12 I

LA3 [L31 L32 L33j[13]

A1

A
+L -2L21 +A(L13 +L33 -2L2,3)

2(1+A)

(1 + A)(2L22 - L12
+ 2(1A) J2

where L3 + L11 L32

L13 L33 L12 + L32

(See Appendix 10)

Figure 5.14 Inductance matrix reduction for an arbitrary two line structure
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Figure 5.15 Line parameters for a coplanar waveguide structure generated by this work
and comparison with measured data in reference [31]
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Even if the structures are asymmetric coupled lines with multiple level, the formulated

expressions are applicable without any additional procedure. For more complicated
structures, similar procedure can be used to derive the reduced matrix expression
[Appendix 101. In addition, the obtained values imply the equivalent resistance and
conductance, respectively if inductance and capacitance matrices have imaginary parts.

In Figure 5.15, a typical coplanar waveguide fabricated on silicon substrate is
characterized in terms of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant as a
function of frequency, and compared with measured data given in [31]. The slow-wave

factor calculated by this method is slightly different from the measured data in the lower

frequency range. In this case, the operation of the structure is in quasi-TEM mode, and

most of the field is concentrated in the oxide layer between the conductors since there is

no ground plane at the bottom. In addition, the field intensity becomes even stronger due

to the ground conductors at both sides. Hence, dispersion is critical in this region.
However, the calculated results are reasonably close to the measured data as frequency
increases. Here, the width of each ground conductor of the structure simulated by the
quasi-static SDM is set to 50[p.m], and the conductor is aluminum with

a=3.47x 1 07[S/mJ. The conductor loss is added to the series resistance per unit length of

the interconnect which is obtained by the quasi-static SDA. Here, the conductor skin

depth at the highest frequency of interest (12 GHz) is approximately 0.8 [pm] which is

approximately the same as the conductor thickness of 1 [pm]. In this case, the conductor

skin effect is not significant and the DC resistance per unit length is sufficient to
represent the conductor loss [32].

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the modeling methodology for interconnects on a lossy substrate
with back metallization (ground plane) has been extended to interconnects without
ground plane including co-planar strip-lines and co-planar waveguide structures. In the
calculation of the distributed self and mutual capacitances of these interconnect structures
a new approach has been formulated to efficiently deal with the singularity arising in the
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Green!s function. The approach used in the inductance calculation first assumes that all

conductors are signal lines and then extracts the inductance or inductance matrix once the

ground conductor lines have been specified. The results obtained with the new
formulation agree well with known solutions for co-planar strip-line and co-planar
waveguide structures on lossless substrates. The approach developed in this chapter is

general and applies to single as well as multi-level coupled interconnect structures
without ground plane [24,26,51,52].
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6 TRANSFER MARIX APPROACH FOR GENERAL CASCADED
ASYMMETRIC OPTICAL COUPLERS

6.1 Introduction

Optical interconnects have various potential advantages over electrical

interconnects including reduced signal attenuation, shorter delay time, larger bandwidth,

lower power dissipation and higher integration density [33,34]. Therefore, optical
interconnects are increasingly being employed in high-speed electronic circuits and
systems to overcome the performance bottleneck caused by electrical interconnects.

Unlike in electronic integrated circuits, optical interconnects are an essential part of

opto-electronic and optical integrated circuits (OIC's) used in, for example, optical
communications. Here, the optical interconnects function not only as signal transmission

guides but are also used to achieve functional components and devices such as power
dividers and combiners, optical modulators, switches and filters. The optical directional

coupler is a basic building block to many of these functional components and devices.

-f-- 0

0 e2

Figure 6.1 Typical example of rib waveguide Mach-Zehnder interferometer yielding
phase difference between the propagating lightwaves due to the unequal physical length.
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For example, optical directional couplers together with uncoupled waveguide sections of

unequal length have been used to realize an integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Since one of the lightwave propagating in the waveguide has a

relative phase difference compared to the lightwave in the other waveguide due to the
unequal lengths, the structure yields wavelength selective characteristics at the output

ports. Thus, by cascading several optical interferometer sections, both wavelength and

frequency filters have been realized [56,69]. As a disadvantage, however, waveguide
bends have to be used to accommodate the uncoupled waveguide sections of unequal
lengths. The uncoupled waveguides and bends result in an increase in chip area, and
cannot be implemented in planar technology.

In this chapter, a new alternative approach for realizing an optical filter without the

use of bends and uncoupled waveguides is described. As an advantage the new structure

can be implemented directly in terms of both rectangular (e.g., rib waveguide) and planar

waveguide technology. The new filter structure consists of general cascaded asymmetric

coupled waveguide sections with various degrees of asymmetry. The approach used here

is based on rigorous field theoretic analysis combined with an application of the normal

mode theory for coupled transmission lines. Similar to coupled transmission lines, a new

transfer matrix description for a general optical directional coupler is derived. Based on

this transfer matrix formulation, the wavelength-dependent characteristics of multi-
section optical filters consisting of general cascaded asymmetric optical directional
coupler sections are investigated.

In the following section, a general symmetric coupled waveguide is characterized,
the corresponding transfer matrix is derived, and the basic principle of operation is
described. In the remaining sections, the normal mode approach is applied to general
asymmetric couplers and the corresponding transfer matrix is derived. Finally, using the

transfer matrix approach, the wavelength-dependent characteristics of a basic

interferometric structure consisting of cascaded sections of asymmetric waveguide
couplers are investigated, and the feasibility of an optical waveguide filter is

demonstrated.
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6.2 Characterization of a Symmetric Coupled Planar Waveguides

A typical optical coupled planar coupled waveguide structure is composed of
multiple layers of thin dielectric slabs with different refractive indices acting as guiding

and cladding layers. As a typical example of such structures, an asymmetric coupled
waveguide is depicted in Figure 6.2. When the lightwave is launched in medium 1, most

of the power propagates in this medium, and part of the power evanesces into the medium

2 (cladding layer), and is coupled into medium 3.

__I.
ave

I n1

21
Ifl

Figure 6.2 Typical geometry of a planar (slab) waveguide coupler

The characteristics of the coupled dielectric media can be modeled in terms of
effective refractive indices. Various techniques have been introduced in the past to
determine the characteristics of coupled waveguides [35-40]. In general, the modeling
procedures can be summarized as solving the wave equation for TE, TM or hybrid modes

in terms of the effective indices (or wave numbers) and field distributions. As in full-
wave techniques applied to electrical interconnects, Galerkin's method is often used to

solve the wave equation for optical waveguides [35]. In order to obtain non-trivial
solutions to the system equation formed by basis functions with unknown coefficients,

root finding in the form det(F(neff))=0 is carried out. The corresponding unknown
coefficient vector for the basis functions can be found from Galerkin's procedure in the

spatial domain based on the calculated effective wave number.
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Figure 6.3 Calculated effective refractive indices for even and odd TE modes of an
asymmetric coupled planar waveguide (WJ=W3=O.8wn, W2=1.O4wn), and corresponding

field distribution at ?=1.5wn
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z=lt

Lc

1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25

Figure 6.4 Beam propagation in a symmetric coupled waveguide @ Ao=l .5.tm
(Neffc3.26O58, Neff,3.256964, Lc=207.63jim) and normalized output power as a

function of normalized wavelength and total electrical length.
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Here, the wave propagation characteristics of a general coupled dielectric planar
waveguide are calculated using a simple transfer-matrix-based method called Matrix
Method [38]. The detailed procedure is described in Appendix 14. As an example, a
symmetric coupled dielectric waveguide is characterized in terms of electric field
distribution and effective refractive indices, as shown in Figure 6.3.

The symmetric coupler is a very common structure used in OIC's due to the
simplicity of design and characterization. Although the detailed fundamental behavior of

the symmetric coupler has been reported in [40] as a function of wavelength and
electrical length, it is important to briefly review the mechanism of lightwave power
exchange between the lines. As an example, the normalized power of a symmetric
coupled waveguide along the propagation direction is plotted in Figure 6.4. This figure

illustrates that with increasing length the lightwave launched into the first line is

transferred to the other line. When the length becomes Lc, called coupling length defined

in terms of (Jie-/30)Lc=ir, all the power is transferred to the second waveguide. This
power exchange continues as the electrical length increases. The transmitted power at the

output ports is dependent on wavelength and physical length of the structure. As shown
in Figure 6.4, the coupled power becomes the maximum when the line length is an odd

multiple ofLc since the power is totally transferred at these locations.

Zo 1 ZL
S S S S S

1st i-th N-th *Tebo
S S S S

Zo2 4 ZL
dz

I Iz

Figure 6.5 Configuration of a multisection symmetric coupler
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If the structure is composed of multiple sections of symmetric coupler, the total
transmitted power is found from the transfer matrix approach [37,40-42,43]. In this
method, the reflected power at the input stage is neglected since the structure is
appropriately matched. For an arbitrary i-th section as illustrated in Figure 6.5, the
normalized transfer matrix is given as [50],

]do
II cos(f3,° -dz) j----sin(/31 dz)

(6.1)M,e'0 = IL° dz) Cos($1e/O dz) I

I

j

By multiplying each matrix, the total transfer matrix can be represented as the follows.

1
o,m

N I cos($° .dz)
j(pe/o

.dz) I
M121
- e/o

Me/a fl zo
I

dz) cos(fl1° .dz) I L
M22j

(6.2)

zeboo,m j

where

7e/o /_1 and e/o
o,m e/ a

E,, 1eff,m
m eff

From the final matrix, the even and odd mode wave transmittances are given as [50]:

T0= (6.3)
kMieo +M0 ZLe/o +M222,1
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Physically, the mode impedances Z and Z0° are very close to each other, especially for

optical couplers. Thus, the transfer matrix for an arbitrary section can be simplified as

follows

eIo -í
cos(/3° .dz)

j5jfl(f3e/o
fr)

[_jsinfl; dz) cos(fl1db0 dz)
]

(6.4)
lo

Since we are not interested in the wave delivered to the output ports for each mode, but

the relations between the input and output waves for each waveguide (or transmission

line), the following matrix form relating normalized input an output field amplitudes is

more convenient.

where

and

E

1

pout,2]=n[mm,h1
(6.5)

iI

[M,s1mm]
f cos, jSrnØl
_jsinØ1 cosØ1

(6.6)

OejOoi 8,°dzf3°dz (6.7)

Thus, the total normalized power delivered at the end of the line 1 and line 2 can be
found from the following relations:

and

I 2

',ut,1 = Pout,l (6.8)

'2

,ut,2 = Pout,2 (6.9)



For symmetric couplers, the wavelength-dependent response of the output power

can be readily expressed in closed form [60,61} as

=

II 1N,r
S-12

LLJi f N = odd

out,2 ''
I 1Nir

_\12
(6.10)

[l_sin_.Jj if N=even

where f is the normalized frequency.

In Figure 6.6, an example structure of a symmetric coupler is considered in terms of

power and phase difference of transmitted waves at the output ports.
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Figure 6.6 Frequency response and phase difference between the lines for 27 cascaded
symmetric coupler sections (electrical length of single section = (f3e-$o)L=r)
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6.3 Normal Mode Approach for Asymmetric Couplers

Similar to the even and odd modes of symmetric couplers, asymmetric couplers can

be characterized in terms of the c mode and it mode. Again, it is very convenient to

represent the optical coupler in terms of a coupled transmission line. The relations

between the ports can be accurately analyzed by normal modetheory [18]. In Figure 6.7,

two corresponding equivalent circuits for the c and it modes are depicted. R and R, are

the ratios of voltages applied to the lines to generate each of the modes.

a
cmode 4

aRc Z2
2

z2

b z
iimode 4 z

bRit Z2 ' Z2

L z

Figure 6.7 Asymmetric coupler and its analytic configuration for each mode

Also, these ratios are physically proportional to the corresponding maximum electric field

amplitudes in each guide. Thus, the voltage ratios can be directly calculated from the

electric field distributions for the coupled dielectric waveguides, as shown in Figure 6.8.
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oiç

Figure 6.8 Relations between field intensities and voltage ratios for c and it modes

If each termination satisfies Z2/Zi =-RR,, called the nonmode converting tennination, it

enables the excitation of individual normal modes. For TE modes with Z2 Z1, this

condition becomes RcR,r = 1. Here, the characteristic line impedances, Z and Z,r, can

be replaced by wave impedance corresponding to waveguide modes. That is, for TE
modes

(6.11)

In order to demonstrate this approach, calculations are carried out only for the TE mode

throughout this chapter with the assumption that the load and source impedances are
appropriately chosen for the termination conditions.

L
.1viI 14SV4

Figure 6.9 A general single section asymmetric coupled transmission line section
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The transmission line equations representing the relations between voltage and
current at the input and output illustrated in Figure 6.9 can be expressed as follows.

dV1
=ZiIi+ZmI2 (6.12)

dz

dV2----=z212 +ZmIi (6.13)
dz

(6.14)
dz

d12
Y2YYm1i (6.15)

dz

The general solutions to the coupled transmission line equations for voltages and currents

are given as

= c1e7 + c2e + c3e + c4e

V =c1Re7 +c2Re +c3Rffe +c4R,1eT

I = c1YIe c2Y1e7 +c3Yff1eT c4Y,1eT'-

'2 = ciRcYie_Yrz c2RY,1e7 + c3RY,e c4R1ç1e

where the c's are unknown coefficients.

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

From the equations above, voltages and current at ports 3 or 4 can be found by
setting z=L, The corresponding voltage and current expressions in terms of the unknown

coefficient vector [cJ become

1v11 1 1 1 1 1 lId]
V2

I I R R Rg c2

I V3J JRe Re ieJIc3
(6.20)

Lv4] L e e e ]Lcj
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Ill iç1 -c licil
'2 RY2 RY2 RjrY,2 RirY,r2 tic2

[

I (6.21)
I

RY2e" RffY,2e' RY2e' ii c3 I

_14j 1'cie Y1e7 Y1e

Thus, the relationship between currents and voltages at all 4 ports can be written as

1(v4)1

I V2 I[A] [B}1I (y3)

I i, I [[ci ED]]i (-14 " I
(6.22)

L 12 i L-'J]

Also, these relationships can be applied to consecutively cascaded N section structures,

and the corresponding matrix can be simplified as

1[v0]] N (lEA] [B]] T[v0]]
LL'i] '1!iL[cI [DI]. ,Jii'0ii

(6.23)

The transfer matrix can be converted to the corresponding impedance matrix as

[z]=
1AC' Ac1D B]

[ c-' c'D ]
(6.24)

From the impedance matrix, the scattering matrix is determined as

[s]=[z+z0.u]'[z-z0.u] (6.25)

where [Z0] is the reference impedance given by the terminating impedances.
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By applying this approach, the transmitted power can be found from the scattering

matrix. As an example, an asymmetric coupler is analyzed in the spatial and wavelength

domain using the normal mode approach. In this case, the normalized transmitted power

in waveguide 2 is not 1.0 although the total electric length (i.e., øL -8,L ) is 1800.
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E
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Figure 6.10 Normalized output power of an asymmetric coupler as a function of physical
length (Ao=1.Spin, Lc=22.164wn, Rc-0.73, R,r=-1.362).

As seen in Figure 6.10, at the first 180° point (i.e., z=Lc), there exists a certain amount of

untransferred power in waveguide 1, For 360° (i.e., z=2Lc), the total power is again in

the initial waveguide, as at the 0° point.

Considering the effects of the coupling length, it is appropriate to set the electric

length, (Oc-Og)L, as multiple of 180° since the maximum power at the load sides (i.e., line

1 or 2) can be expected around at the center wavelength. In order to see the significance
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of niT lengths with odd n, the transmitted power of an asymmetric coupler (Rc=O. 7) is

investigated for different electrical lengths and plotted in Figure 6.11. As expected,
significant changes in the wavelength response can be observed due to the unexchanged

power as compared with symmetric coupler cases.
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Figure 6.11 Normalized output power of a single section asymmetric coupler (Rc=0.7) as
a function of normalized wavelength and total electrical length
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6.4 Transfer Matrix Approach for Multisection Asymmetric Couplers

The approach described above can be utilized to characterize cascaded multi-
section couplers. The transfer matrix approach is commonly used to characterize
symmetric optical couplers due to its simplicity. It is desirable to extend the transfer
matrix to arbitrary asymmetric coupled line structures to simplif' the analysis of general

cascaded asymmetric coupled waveguide structures. In this section, the new transfer
matrix for general optical coupler is rigorously derived based on the normal mode
approach.

In order to derive the transfer matrix, a single section coupled line is considered

first. In [18], the impedance matrix for general coupled transmission lines is given as

follows:

V1 Z11 Z12 Z13 Z14 I
V2 Z21 Z22 Z23 z i (6.26)
V3 Z31 Z32 Z33 Z3 13

V4 Z4 Z42 Z43 Z44 14

Here, each element is given as

ZCoth(yL) Z,vCoth(y,rL) (6.27)1R,/R +

ZRCoth(yL) ZgRCOth(7ffL) (6.28)z12 = z21 z34 = z43
1RC/R,T 1R/R

ZR (6.29)z13 = z31 = z24 = z42 (1 Rc/Rg)Sflh(L) + (1RjR)Sinh(yL)

zc z,r (6.30)z14 = z41 = +
(1R/R)Sinh(yL) (1RjR)Sinh(yL)
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= ZRCoth(yL) Z,rRCoth(y;L)
Z22 =Z33 (6.31)

1R/R 1R/R

ZCRC ZR
Z23 Z32

(1 R/R)Sinh(yL) + (1 RjR)Sinh(yL)
(6.32)

= f$ and YJr = jfi,.

In order to simplifr the approach, it is assumed that each coupled section is

terminated with Z0 (i.e., VZZ = Z = Z0). Thus, there are no reflections at the input.

This assumption is directly applied to the multiple section coupler considering that for TE

modes in optical waveguides

and

*jZCjZRj JZCI+IZ+I JZC,J_IZ,_I (6.33 )

Z,,1 Z,r, Zi (6.34)

Thus, the transfer matrix equations are derived using the following assumptions.

Z = for a single section coupler (6.35)

,JZciZ,ri = Z. = JZCI+!ZJJ+I for a multiple section coupler (6.36)

Using these assumptions, the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix can be readily

found as 0.

S1=S22=S33=S4=0 (6.37)
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Also, Si2, S21, S34, S43 are all near-end transmission coefficients, and are also 0 since the

reflection coefficients of c and r modes are all 0 based on the assumptions described

above. That is,

where

.(zm z
J.1____JSifl(I3mL)

(6.38)1'm=
2 cos(13mL)+J' +--- \sin(13,,,L)

tz Zm)

JZCZ, = Z and m is c or t

In order to verify the results, the set of linear equations is solved in the following

manner. Since the diagonal elements are already known to be zero, the linear equations

become

[z+z0.u][sI=[z-z0.u] (6.39)

+ z0 z12 z13 z14 T 0 S12 S3 S14

z12 z22 +z0 z23 z13 S21 0 S23 24

z13 z23 z22 + z0 z12 S31 S32 0 S34

z14 z13 z12 z11 +z0 Is41 S42 S43 0

1z11 -z0 z12 z13 z14 1

2
22 Z23 Z13 I

I
Z3 Z23 Z22 Z0

2

(6.40)
F

Lz14 z12 zj

By manipulating the elements, all unknown parameters can be represented in terms of (Z-

Z0)2.
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(z22 z0)z12z14 (z11 -zj(z23z12 -z13z22 +z13zj+z3 '7 ZZ3Z13 I312
'21 (z22 +z0)(z14z22 +z14z0 z13z12)+z23(z +z z13z12 z23z14)z13z12

=(z2_z).i1(z,z0,o,o) (6.41)

s12 (6.42)

s =(2_z2).3(z,z,o,o) (6.43)

s34 =(Z2 z).F(z,z0,e,9) (6.44)

Since the terminated impedance Zo is set as the characteristic impedance of the coupler

section, S12 = = S S43 =0 can be readily obtained from the equations above.

Thus, the remaining matrix elements are obtained by solving

Fz11+z0 z12 z13 z14 o o I3 S14j

[z + z0 . u][s] = I
Z12 Z22 + Z0 Z23 Z13 0 0 S23 S24

J
Iz13 z23 z22 + z0 z12 S31 S32 0 0 i

Lz14 212 Z11 +Z0 4I 0 0 j
rz11 _zo z12 z14 1

I Z12 Z22 Z0 Z23 Z13 (6.45)
I

z13 z23 z22 z0 z12

Iz14 z13 z12 z1, _z0j

The unknown scattering parameters can be found in terms of electrical line lengths and

voltage ratio R using the impedance relations obtained from the equation above.

z14z12 z13(z1, z0) R (cosO +cos6 +j(sin9 sin9,))31 Z14Z z2 R+123 13
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( 2R 3RlJsme 
(6.46) 

z23z2 -z13(z23 -z0) R (cosO cos6 +j(sin 9 +sinO,r))=S31 (6.47) 
13 z14z -z2 R2+1 

23 13 c 

z12z23 -z13(z22 -z0) R (cosO cosO, +j(sinO +sinO,))= S31 (6.48) 
z14z -z2 R2--1 

23 13 

z12z14 -z13(z -z0) R (cos9 cosOg j(sin 6 +sinOj)=531 (6.49) 
24 z14z Z2 R2+1 

23 13 c 

s =-z12z13 23112= 1 

41 R+1 

1R2 1 

= 
(cos 

- j 
+ 

sin (6.50) 

z12z13 + z23(z z0) ( + R cosO,r - j(sin + R sin O ))= S41 S4 = - R + I 

(6.51) 
z23 (z + z0) 1 ( ,2 + cos9 + f(R sin &, + sin 

32 í + z0 Xz22 + z0 ) + z R +1 

Icos- 

JR+lJ5m0)e 
(6.52) + . 

1312 
-z23(z, z0) 1 (R cose +j(R sin9 +io)) 

-(z1, +z0)(z22 z0)+z R +1 

where 

Icos- R +1 
sin 

0). 
e1° = (6.53) 0+ 

(ici 
' 32 

°)T 9 = 
°C + and Z, = Z, = Z0. 0 

2 2 
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Here, the e19 term representing a common phase difference between input and output

ports can be omitted. Thus, the scattering matrix can be re-written in the following form.

1 0 0 S13 s141 1 0 0 S31 S41

I
o 0 S23 S24

I
0 0 S1 S31 I

32
ii3

o]

(6.54)

Ls41 s42 o o j Ls41 s3, o o

Here, (.)* denotes the complex conjugate of (.). From the calculated scattering
parameters, the transfer matrix is derived in order to determine the power transfer for the

cascaded multisection coupler structure. Considering the relationship between the
transmitted and reflected waves of the configuration depicted in Figure 6.12, the
corresponding scattering matrix can be written as

1b11 1 0 0 S31 S41Ta1]

I b2 I
I
0 0 s, S3 II a I

lb3 his3, s 0 0 ha3 I

(6.55)

Lb4i Ls41 53 0 0 j[a4]

I Z Z,r R R, I a4
b1

I I

I 4-Port Network I

b21 I I

JZZ ZZ0

Figure 6.12 The relation between the reflected and transmitted waves at each port
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Thus, the reflected and transmitted waves for both directions (i.e., backward and forward

directions) can be formulated as follows

11 I3' 41 11a3 1 lb1 1 Is41 S31 T"1 for backward direction (6.56)
Lb2]151 S3ljLa4]

or
Lb2i=Ls31 S1j[a3j

lb3 1 Is31 s, ha1 1 lb4 1 Is41 3I Ta1 1 for forward direction (6.57)on HLb4iLS41 3i]La2i Lb3J LS31 s;1j[aj

The transfer matrices for forward and backward direction become the same. Thus, the

transfer matrix for asymmetric coupled structure shown in Figure 6.13 can be represented

by a 2x2 matrix for the complex amplitudes of launched and transmitted lightwaves.

ur

I
P1,1+1

zi
t

E111 1 - [Mm ff1.1
1

p2,i+i] ip2J

I 1R2-1' . 2R 1
C I.smØ

where
R+l15mø

I

I 2R (R2_1
(6.58)

cosø+f.2)
L

R+1

Figure 6.13 General single section asymmetric coupled transmission line section
represented by electrical length, and launched and received wave terms
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The equations obtained here satisfy the power transmittance relations. That is,

2 2

R + 1 R2 + 1
sinØ =1 (6.59)s31j2 +1s4j2

-2R .jsinØ +cosØ ( -1

)

2 I'R2_1 2

2 2 .isinj +cosØ+jIIs31 Hs4j R+1 R+1}sinø =1. (6.60)

Since the waveguide system is lossless, the transfer matrix form satisfies the

MTM = U condition. The matrix changes into exactly the same form as in the
symmetric case by setting Rc=1.O.

= Mmm =
cosØ jsinØl (6.61)

R=l.O [jsinØ cos j

4-2O. --2o-
Zo

MAflm =fij05øi_i'ii 12ji
1 (6.62

=i L
-j.k21 sinØ cosØ, +J.k1, .sinØ1j

(R1 -1 2R1 oci -o,t,i

I

1andØ=where k1 = R, +1)' k2 = R +1) 2

Figure 6.14 General multisection asymmetric directional coupler characterized by
electrical lengths and the asymmetry factors, Re's
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The newly derived transfer matrix can be directly utilized to analyze cascaded
asymmetric coupler sections using the same approach for symmetric structures. It can be

seen from (6.58) that the asymmetry factor Rc not only affects the magnitude of the
lightwave amplitude but also the phase. Thus, Rc can be used as a design parameter to

alter the wavelength-dependence of cascaded optical waveguide couplers.

6.5 Basic Optical Interferometric Structure

A coupled waveguide filter can be achieved by the alternately cascading coupled

and uncoupled waveguide sections. That is, the uncoupled sections acting as optical
interferometer structures establish the phase differences between the propagating
lightwaves in each waveguide path, while the coupled sections enable the interference of

the different lightwaves. In the configuration shown in Figure 6.1, uncoupled sections
with different electrical lengths are used to generate the lightwaves having a desired
relative phase difference. As stated in the previous section, this configuration requires

waveguide bends.

Based on the transfer matrix form for an asymmetric coupled waveguide structure,

an interferometric structure can be developed yielding similar characteristics since the

asymmetric section inherently produces different phase differences depending on
parameter Rc. As represented in equation (6.62), it is anticipated that the asymmetry
factor, Rc, not just determines the phase difference in each section, but also determines
the degree of the coupling. In addition, the entire structure is continuously coupled from

input to output ports. Hence, as the first step, it is desirable to consider the effect of the

asymmetry factor Rc to accomplish the desired interferometric structure. In this section,

the relationships between the launched and transmitted lightwave powers for the
cascaded structures are investigated in terms of Rc.

An interferometer can be implemented using the basic concept of the asymmetric

multisection coupler. Considering the basic properties of the optical coupler, the structure

should meet the following criteria. First, each asymmetric coupler should have 1800 of
length to achieve the maximum power output at the center wavelength as stated in early
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section. Second, the total length also should be a multiple of 1800 even though the
structure is composed of an arbitrary combination of symmetric and asymmetric coupler

sections. In Figure 6.15, an appropriate structure satisfying these conditions in order for

the structure to work as an interferometer is illustrated.

Inserted Asymmetric Lines

r * 4 ir ) r -*

Figure 6.15 Multisection asymmetric optical coupler as an interferometer

Although the structure looks similar to a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer, the power

transmitting mechanism is totally different since no uncoupled sections are involved. On

the contrary, similar phase changes can be expected due to the interference at the
asymmetric sections. As predicted in the previous section, the amount of interference at
the asymmetric sections can be readily controlled by changing the R values. Changing R
can be achieved by changes in the asymmetric medium configuration.

In order to investigate the effects ofRc in the frequency domain, a seven-section
coupler with inserted three identical asymmetric couplers is considered as a function of

R and normalized frequency, as shown in Figure 6'. 16. In this structure, the four
symmetric coupler sections are used for narrowing the bandwidth since they do not affect

the phase difference. As R decreases, the power output of line a increases and it becomes

the active line when Rc=0.6. Meanwhile, line b loses all the power.
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Figure 6.16 Normalized power P0,0 and phase difference (Lpo,o-Lpo,,b) of cascaded 7
asymmetric coupler sections (length of each section = (I3e-Jio)L=(/3c-fl,)L=ir, R,2,4,6=Rc,

R,1,3,5, 7=1.0)

It should be noted that the same amount of phase appears as leading and lagging
terms compared to the symmetric case since the two diagonal terms in the transfer matrix

are complex conjugate. Also, this results in changes of bandwidth and ripples around the

center frequency. This phase change (Lpout,aLpout,b) can be clearly observed when the

structure in Figure 6.17 is considered.
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Figure 6.17 Frequency response and phase difference between the lines of 27 cascaded
asymmetric coupler sections compared with symmetric coupler structure shown in Figure

6.6 (length of each section = (f3e-f3o)L=(f3c-f3,)L =2 260.9, R,i,3.... 271.0)

In this case, the response of the interferometer with 27 sections of alternately cascaded
symmetric and asymmetric coupler sections with fixed values of Rc are compared with

that of 27 symmetric coupler sections.

In order to quantify the phase difference between the two lines and the ripple at the

center wavelength, the basic structure, shown in Figure 6.18, composed of cascaded

symmetric couplers with (I3e-$o)1=7/2 and one asymmetric coupler with (/3-I3,)L=,r is

considered.
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R

Jr

2 2

Figure 6. 18 Basic interferometric coupler structure

At each section, the transfer matrix can be represented in a simplified form. The
asymmetric coupler section becomes

Rñ 2R 'l1

[-i1R2+,
J

R+1J
[ fAsvmJ (6.63)

I
. ( 2R

['R+lJ R+l j

Also, each of the attached symmetric coupler sections becomes

[M Smm

-7 (6.64)

I----
By multiplying the matrix terms, the transfer matrix MB for the basic structure can be

simplified as



(2R
R+1J'R+1J

M8 =[ 0

e°

Lo

( 2R
" (R2l\I
1+1.1 Ii

R+1) R+1)j

0

where q =tan
(
2R

2 2

1MUncoupled
_[/ 0

jço
o 1

0 e2]
MBJOCk

[e

ej
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(6.65

Figure 6.19 Conventional and asymmetric coupler interferometric structures and
corresponding transfer matrix expressions.

Figure 6.19 shows the proposed interferometric structure and corresponding transfer
matrix form is shown together with the conventional structure. As seen, the phase
difference terms in the diagonal elements generated by the asymmetry factor Rc play a

similar role as the length difference in the conventional structure.
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Since the basic interferometer block is expressed as shown in the equation (6.3), the

general multisection coupler structure shown in Figure 6.20 can be characterized using

this equation. The total transfer matrix for a general structure composed of m blocks of

MB shown in Figure 6.20 can be represented as

m Sets of Basic Structure

Figure 6.20 A general multisection directional coupler composed of m blocks of basic
structure

-. i(iJ -.
M - 2 2 e 0 2 2-

,j -j1qJ,

'1 h
(1 j-I ) -3---

2 2 e 2 2

If we simplify the matrix form (6.66), the final expression becomes

M11
.sin(,) j-cos

_i.cos(Qi) jsin ço
i=l 1=1

where

(6.66)

(6.67)
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fR2_-1q=tanJ
(

2R1

Here, two symmetric sections at the front and end of the structure with it/2 length are

attached to select the power output port. That is, the total length of the structure needs to

be nit and the desired power can be expected at the through port if n is odd.

By calculating the transfer matrix for the given structure, the normalized output

lightwave power in each line is determined from the equations as follows.

i Hi.sin(eJ2 sin2(1)
(6.68)

'out,2 = cos(1 cos2(tqi )z: 1_sin2(pi)
(6.69)

For example, the ripple at the center wavelength shown in Figure 6.17 can be obtained as

P01=O.958 and P0,2=O.O42 since m=13 and R,1= Rc,m=O.9.

Using the equations provided in this section, the proposed structure is readily
utilized as filter with desired output power at each line for the given wavelength. Also,

the power at the receiving end has wider pass band properties than the symmetric coupler

cases, as shown in Figure 6.17.

The bandpass characteristics achieved by using the concept of multisection
asymmetric couplers are similar to the conventional Mach-Zehnder interferometer
structure. However, the design procedure requires more careful investigation of the
properties of a multi-section asymmetric coupler since it provides continuous coupling

along the line. Thus, adjusting the pass band characteristics is different from that of
conventional structure and expected to be more limited. In order for the multisection

asymmetric coupler to act as a bandpass filter, equations (6.68-6.69) representing the

transmitted power at the through port and coupled port can be utilized. Fundamentally,

the pass band is confined by the total electrical length, nit, of the structure, and the ripple

can be adjusted by the Rc profile.
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6.6 Conciusion

In this chapter, a new closed-form transfer matrix expression for a general optical

asymmetric directional coupler has been developed based on the normal mode approach.

The 2x2 transfer matrix relates the complex input and output wave amplitudes as a
function of electrical length and asymmetry parameter Rc. It has been shown that a
single section of an asymmetric waveguide section embedded in symmetric waveguide

sections, all of appropriate lengths, can produce a similar phase difference as that
obtained by uncoupled waveguides of unequal lengths employed in conventional Mach-

Zehnder interferometer structures. As an advantage, the asymmetric coupled
interferometric structure does not require any waveguide bends and can be directly
implemented in planar technology.

To illustrate the potential of the general asymmetric cascaded coupled waveguide

structure as an optical filter, the wavelength-dependent properties of a multisection
waveguide structure consisting of cascaded symmetric and asymmetric coupled
waveguide sections have been examined. It has been demonstrated that the asymmetry

parameter Rc can be used to effectively alter the wavelength-dependent characteristics of

multisection coupled waveguide structures, thus making cascaded asymmetric waveguide

coupler structures a viable alternative approach for a class of optical filters.
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7 SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In this thesis a class of planar microwave and opto-electronic structures has been

studied based on a rigorous field theoretic analysis approach. In the first part of the thesis

a new quasi-static approach was developed to efficiently characterize single and multiple

coupled interconnects on silicon substrate. It was shown that for substrates with large

conductivity, such as for heavily doped CMOS substrates, the longitudinal currents in the

substrate significantly affect the distributed series inductance and series resistance of the

interconnect due to the substrate skin-effect. The new quasi-magnetostatic spectral
domain formulation proposed in this thesis includes the longitudinal currents and
accurately computes the frequency-dependent distributed series inductance and resistance

parameters over a wide range of substrate conductivities. The method was further
extended to multiple coupled single and multi-level interconnect structures with ground

plane and multiple coupled co-planar stripline structures without ground plane. The fmite

conductor thickness was taken into account in terms of a stacked conductor model. The

new quasi-static approach was validated by comparison with results obtained with a full-

wave spectral domain method and the commercial planar full-wave electromagnetic field

solver Momentum, as well as published simulation and measurement data.

In the second part of this thesis, coupled planar optical interconnect structures were

investigated based on a rigorous field theoretic analysis combined with an application of

the normal mode theory for coupled transmission lines. Similar to coupled transmission

lines, a new transfer matrix description for a general optical directional coupler was
presented. Based on this transfer matrix formulation, the wavelength-dependent

characteristics of multi-section optical filters consisting of general cascaded asymmetric

optical directional coupler sections were investigated. It was shown that by varying the

asynunetry factors of the cascaded coupled waveguide sections, optical wavelength filters

with different passband properties can be achieved In particular, a filter structure
consisting of alternately cascaded symmetric and asymmetric coupled waveguide
sections was investigated.
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Future research work in the area of on-chip interconnect modeling should include

the modeling of three-dimensional layout of interconnect lines including crossing lines.

Also, the conductor loss should be included in the modeling procedure in a more rigorous

way. This includes the skin-effect as well as proximity effects in the conducting strips.

Furthermore, a more efficient integration algorithm with high accuracy needs to be
developed since the integration procedure consumes most of the computation time of the

quasi-static spectral domain methods. Especially, the entire computing time significantly

increases if the number of conductor increases due to the required basis functions for

accurate calculations.

In the work on optical waveguide couplers and filters, the passband characteristics

for general asymmetric cascaded couplers should be analyzed in more detail.

Furthermore, a design procedure including design equations for various optical filter
responses should be developed.
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1. Fourier Transformation Table

f(t) =ifF(a)ebUJfdto F(a) =ff(t)eboldt

8(t) 1

f(at)
Ia(

f(t-t0)
F(a)eJ0

f(t) F(-a)
----f(t) (fa)'1 F(a)dt_____________________________

(-jt)'1 f(t) F(a)
da'1

5T f (r)f2 (t r)dr F (a)F2 (a)

f f(t+ r)f (i)dr F(a)j2

S:If(t)I2dt =fIF(a)I2da

f(t +nT) =

2Cos(nArcsin(a)) n:even IaI<1J1_a2
2f Sin(n Arc sin(a))

n : odd Jaj <1
J(t) J1_a2

o IaI<1

T (t) ()nJ (a)
1_t2

J1_t2U_1(t) J(a)n+Inr(j) a
C-i1nit 1



2. Properties Of Bessel Function Of The 1 Kind Of Order N
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-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

x

x2y'+xy'+(x2n2)y=0 n0 (A.1)

1,tJ0(x)=f Cos(xSin6)dO (A.2)
Jr0

J,1 (x) = (x) J_1 (x) (A. 3)

J(x)=(-1)J(x) (A. 4)

J(x) JiiCos(x_!-1t__J where,x is large (A. 5)

J (x) I1i[(
J

where, n is large (A. 6)
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3. Properties of Chebyshev Polynomials

2.0

1.5
n=0

1.0
n= 1

0.5
n=2T(x) 0.0 n=5

-0.5

-1.0-

-1.5

-2.0

-2.5- I I I I I I

-1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

x

(1x2)y'xy'+n2y = 0 where, n0,1,2,.. (A. 7)

T (x) = Cos(n Cos'x) (A. 8)

T0(x) = 1 and T (1) = 1 (A. 9)

T(x)=(-1)'T(x) (A. 10)

1 Tm (x)7 (x) =0 where, m n (A. 11)j1x2

11

T2 Jir if n=0
I,j1x2 't/ if n0 (A.12)



4. Properties of Legendre Polynomials 
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-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

x 

(1x2)y'-2xy'+n(n+1)y=0 (A. 13) 

1 d?! 
(A. 14) 2n! df 

P0(x)=1 and P(1)=1 (A. 15) 

J'Pm(X)F(X)dX 
= 1 where, m n (A. 16) S'- 2 

- (A.17) 
- 2n+1 

(A. 18) 
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5. The Conductivity of Commonly Used Metal and Other Dielectric Material [5 5]

Material [S/m]
Silver 6.12x107

Copper 5.80x107

Gold 4.10x107

Aluminum 3.54x107

Brass l.50x107

Nickel l.15x107

Iron 1.04x107

Bronze 1.00x107

Stainless Steel 0.11 xl
Nichrome 0.09x l0

freq=3 .0GHZ

Material Er tan 6
Air 1.0006

Alumina 9.6 0.0001
Glass 4-7 0.001-0.006
Mica 5.4 0.0003

Polystyrene 2.55 0.0003
Quartz 3.8 0.00006

Rexolite-1422 2.54 0.0005
Styrofoam 1.03 0.0001

Teflon 2.1 0.00015
Titanium Dioxide 96 0.00 1

Boron Nitride 5.12
Silicon(Si) 11.7-12.9 0.00 1-0.003

Germanium(Ge) 16
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 12.9 0.0005-0.00 1

Alumina 9.6-10.1 0.0005-0.002
Sapphire 9.4 0.0002

Beryllium Oxide 6.7 0.00 1-0.002
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6. Full-wave Spectral Domain Method [5-8]

The wave propagating mode of this structure can be represented by superposition

of TE and TM modes corresponding to two potential functions.

where

E=Ee+Eh
(A. 19)

FEh = joVx(ke)
1w =_jpVx(1,ee) (A. 20)

Here, k1V'eis the magnetic Hertzian potential andkV,ee is the electric Herztian

potential.

From Maxwell's equation, the time-varying wave equation in terms of both potentials are

given as

VxH/=jcoeEh ,
V2+(o2jw-32) =0

(A:21)

where y = ±j/3 = ± j(f3' + ff3") is unknown.
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The wave equation for the specific structure shown above changes as follows. Since the

media along the x axis are the same, this axis is changed into the spectral domain, a.

Cos I x (A. 22)24J(x) 2 1' nr

d2 e +(t)2pe/32 a2 )Qe =0 (A. 23)
dy

At y=H, the boundary conditions in terms of the tangential field components and current

distribution are given as

(a,I1) = E2(a,I1)
E1(cx,H)=E2(a,II) - (A.24)
H1(cx,I1)H2(cr,H) = J(a)
H11(a,H)H2(a,I1) = J(a)

Here, E, and C are determined from the normal field component, E, and H, using the

relations

and

jO)p jI3 = dE /
jO)LU z

(A. 25)
jJ3H = 3H /

jcoE + jfiH = aH /

liz =(&iw$2)'e
(A. 26)

E =(o2i_I32)v,ee
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Thus, all the field distributions can be expressed in terms of tangential current
components. If we derive the relations between the tangential electric fields and

tangential current components, we obtain

1z2(fl i'm Z2(a,/3) 1Th1 (A. 27)
LE2(a,Th] [Z(a,$) Z(a,f3) LJ(a,Thj

The impedance matrix is changed into the following equation after a coordinate
transformation in which the actual tangential current direction is divided into x and y
components.

where,

and

IE2(a,f3)l 1 12e& 2h/32 (ze _h)aflT:j(a,f3)1
Lx2(a,i3)j2+i32L(2e_2p 2ep2+2ha2lJ(a13)] (A.28)

'Y 12

jOE1 f2 (A. 29)2=
7' coth(y2H2)+ 72 coth(y1H1)

i°-' JOC2

1
Zh (A. 30)

coth(y,H1)+ coth(y2H2)
7, 72

2
U)2 J11E1 _$2 a2

The input impedance for the full-wave Green's function used in the previous equation
can be obtained from the transmission line approach. That is,



where
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ZLcoth(III)+ZOI (A. 31)Zfl Z01

ZOIcoth(YIHI)+ZL

forZ

forZ
Ti

In Galerkin's procedure, the inner product of these functions and basis functions, which

approximate the unknown tangential current components, leads to the linear set of
equations given as

where

[
K

J] =
[] (A. 32)

fJzk (a)Z. (a)CmJz,,, (a)da

I'zl (a)Z2 (a)cm zm(a)da

fYzk (a)Z (a)d m"xm (a)da
a m=t (A. 33)

J'xi (a)Z. (a)dmlx,,(a)da

,ii =cJ(a)
=>dmJxm(a)

K: (N+M) x (N+M) matrix, k=1N, l=l-M

(A. 34)
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In order to find the non-trivial solutions to this system of equations, a root-seeking

procedure is carried to solve

DetLK(/3)]= 0 where, /3= /3' -ff3" (A. 35)

Also, the basis functions for the current distributions used in this procedure are given as

follows. For the single line case,

and

0512(n -1),t]

(x)
L W (A. 36)

2x"2

12nr1
Sm' I

L w j (A.37)

j)
Similarly, the basis function for symmetric coupled line can be represented as follows.

and

I (w+s "
N Ic°

2 /J
=CmJzm( (w+s

(A.38)
[even

m=1
sin1 a

2
)

w+s
icosi aI

even
=dmJyj,,(a) ( 2 )

I
(W+S ' (A.39)

m=1
smi[2)
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Once the propagation constant is obtained, the corresponding currents and field
distributions can be calculated. Then, the characteristic impedance can be calculated

using Poynting theorem associated with the field distributions.

Example

11

N

a
I-

0
a
(5

Ll 9
C,

5 8

VA

3.17mm

3.O4mm Er=ll7 =o

0123456789101112131415
Frequency[G Hz]
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7. Muller's Method for Root Finding in Complex Plane Used in Full- Wave 5DM [44]

function f(x)
K-2

\

K-1

test function q(x)

4 .

\\ xkXkI

/ \
Xk+j

For a given functionf(x), an approximating 2nd order test function q(x) is employed

with unknown coefficients.

q(x)=a(xx)2 +b(xxk)+c (A. 40)

Each unknown coefficient of this test function can be approximated by interpolating three

arbitrarily chosen points, xkJ, xk and Xk+1.

LXkI Axk2a=
AXkl + &k2

b = at\x,1
+

and c = Yk (A. 41)

where Axk2 =xk..1 Xk_2, Xk_I =xk Xk_I, Yk_2 = Yk_I Yk2'AykI Yk Yk-1 and

q(x) = Yk , q(xj) = Yk-I , q(x2) = Yk_2

By re-writing the test function,
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q(x)=a(xx)2 -i-b(xxk)+c -9 q(x)=a(Ax) +b(&)+c (A. 42)

where Ax=xxk.

To make q(x)=O, LX is given as

&_b±1b2_4ac (A.43)
2a

Since this guess is not the root of the function, the next guess can be obtained from the

following relations so that it approaches the root.

= Xk + t%Xk . (A. 44)

8. Derivation of Equation for Vector Magnetic Potential

The time varying electric and magnetic fields can be represented by Maxwell's
equations.

VxE=---B (A.45)
dt

VxH=J (A. 46)

In equation (A.46), the current term is composed of the displacement and conduction
current. Also, the conduction current consists of source and conduction currents due to
magnetic induction. Thus, the current term can be represented as follows.

J = E + ' C,induced + C,source (A. 47)dt
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In addition, the magnetic field and the magnetic vector potential have the following
relation.

VXAB (A.48)

If equation (A.48) is inserted into (A.45), the following relation between the electric field

and magnetic vector potential can be readily derived.

VxE = ---B = ---(VxA)
di dt

di

Also, equation (A.49) can be represented as follows.

VXH=!VX(VXA)=_IV2A
LL

= + oE+
C,source

(A. 49)

E-Aa--A+J (A. 50)

Since the field is quasi-magnetostatic, the first term (displacement current) can be

ignored. Thus,

!V2A =a--AJ (A. 51)
/1 dt

Finally, the equation can be re-written in the following form.

V2A jouaA = PC,SOUI-Ce (A. 52)
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9. The Singularity Extraction Technique[501

The singularity extraction technique facilitates numerical computation of a complex

line integral if the integrand has a pole located at an infinitesimal distance from the
integration path. An integral with a singular point is expressed as

z, f(z1=1 ''' dz (A.53)
Jz1 (zz0)

wheref(z) is analytic everywhere on the path of integration.

If z0 is the singular point located at an infinitesimal distance from the integration, the
equation above can be re-written as

çz' f(z)
dz=r2f(z)f(z)dz+f(zO)r2; (z z0) z (z z0) (z z0)

. (A. 54)

The first integration JR has no singularity at z=zo and the second integration can be
expressed by the following closed form equation.

I. =f(zo)i dz =f(z0)[ln(z2 z0)ln(z1 zn)]. (A. 55)(zz)

Similarly, the following equation was used for the structure without ground plane.

IS=f(z0)f2 'd (A.56)z =
z' (z-z0) J

al
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10. Matrix Reduction of Equivalent Inductance for G-S-G Structure

The 3x3 inductance matrix for any 3 line configuration is given as

1,,'L22 1,2L33
A1 A2 A3

A1 L11 L12 L13 I
A2 = L21 L2,2 L23 12 (A. 57)
A3 L3,1 L32 L33 13

For the G-S-G configuration, the magnetic potentials at port 1 and 3 are the same and the

current of each input port has following relation.

'2 =(I +13) and A1 =A3 =A0 (A. 58)

The current ratio Ii to 13 can be readily found from the following equations.

A1 A3 =O=(L1,1 L31)11 (L12 L3,2)12 +(L13 L33)13

= (L11 L31 L12 + L32 + (L13 L33 L12 + L32 )13

(L13 +L33 i-L12 L32), =LtI3 (A.59)
(L11 L31 L12 +L32)

where
(L13 + L33 + L1,2 L32)

(L11 L31 L12 +L32)
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If we set the equivalent current flowing at the referenced port as Jo, all currents can be

represented by this term.

I ' = (A. 60)
(H-A)

and 13=
(1 + A)

By re-writing the 3x3 inductance matrix using the relations above,

2A2 (A1 A3)=2A2 2A0 =2A

2L2 + A(2L23 - L13 L33)1
+ (2L22 - L12 L32 )'22A=

L11 + L31 2L21 + A(L13 + L33 - 2L23) + (1+ A)(2L22 - L12 L32)
A2= '2 (A.61)

2(1+ A)

Finally, the equivalent inductance and resistance for the following circuit generated
representing the G-S-G configuration becomes

p
A'.2

A0

L' Re(
L11 + L31 2L21 + A(L13 + L33 2L23 ) + (1 + A)(2L22 L12

(A. 62)
2(1+A)

andR'=w.Im(L').



11. Derivation of-, A-Oriented Green's Function Matrix for 2 Level Metallization

l/,'(a,y)

Ø"(cx,y) P2 2

Ø"(cx,y) H3

Hj
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The electric potential function with unknown coefficients in each layer can be
obtained as the solutions to the wave equation. The potential function in the three layers
are given as

'(a,y) -IaI(v-H,)=Ae (A.63)

Ø"(a,y)=B.CoshcxJ(yH3))+C.Sinh(a(y_H3)) (A. 64)

= D Cosh(IaIy) + E Sinh(JaIy) = E Sinh(IaIy) (A. 65)

At the interfaces the potential functions must be continuous, and the corresponding

unknown coefficients C and E become

Sinh(IaId)
(A.66)

B= ç1"(a,H3) . E = (A. 67)
Sinh(frxIH3)



conditions. For the 1st

= D,2 D1 = a(e2B Sinh(Icxld) + e2C Cosh(IaId) + e1A)

= a[e2B. Sinh(IcxId)+ £2
AB. Cosh(IaId)

Coshiald)+eiAJ
Sinh(jaId)

= c{A[ei + £2 Coth(IaId)]- Be2 Sinh(IaId)J

Similarly, the charges on the 2nd conductor become

= D2 = a(e3E Cosh(laIH3) -e2c)

A-B.Cosh(Iald)
cX(63B Coth(IaIH3) -e2

Sinh(IaId) )

- a(_ E2 A 1
+ B [e3 Coth(IaIH3 ) + £ Coth(IcxId)J].

Sinh(JaId)

The matrix form expression in terms of the unknown coefficients A and B is

- Fe1 +e2 .Coth(IaId) £2

hA
1I1=I

Sinh(IaId)
L2i £2 £3 .Coth(IaIH)+e . Coth(IaId)jLB]

Sinh(IaId)
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(A. 68)

(A. 69)

(A. 70)

The unknown coefficient vector can be replaced by the corresponding potentials applied

to the conductors using the following relations

=A= (A.71)



Ø"(a,y) =BO
113

Finally, the admittance and Green's function matrices are found as

r i En +Er2 Cot h(iaid)

I ''I =
[P2J Er2

Sinh laid)
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(A. 72)

£r2

Sinh(laId) 01

Er3 Coth(IaIH3)+ Er2 Coth(paId)102]
(A. 73)

101L1[0 fi1 (A.74)
Lo2i LP2i

Similarly, the magnetic potential in each medium is given as

A'(a,y) = Ae2) (A. 75)

A"(a,y)=B.Cosh(a2(yH3))+C.Sinh(a2(yH3)) (A. 76)

A"(a,y) = D Cosh(a3y)E .Sinh(a3y) = E Sinh(a3y) (A. 77)

The boundary conditions at each of the interfaces where the conducting strips are present
are

11 dA2(a,y) 1

dA(a,y)]
(A.78)

dy dy

(A.79)
L /13 dy /12 dy

]Iy=J13

From the equations above, the following matrix equation is readily derived.
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a2 1

ri Iai+a2.Coth(a2d) Sinh(a2d) 1FA1
a2

a3 Coth(a3H3) + a2 Coth(a2d)jL4z2]
(A. 80)

Sinh(a2d)

12. Derivation of 0-Oriented Green 's Function Matrix Including Non-Metallization
Interface

No
Corid uctc

Interface 1

Interface 2

Interface 3

Interface 4

Assuming there is a conductor at the interface 2 of the figure, the normal
admittance matrix for 3-level metallization is given by

,2 0

P2 = '2j '2,2 (A.81)

P3 0 3 03

Since there is no conductor at the interface 2, charge on the 2'' virtual conductor is 0.
Besides, the potential at this interface does not annihilate.

P2 = 0, then 02 0I (A. 82)
'2,2 1'22



By re-writing this relation, the fmal admittance matrix becomes

1'1=
Yi_;

L3i 1'2,1l'2,3

Y2,'Y2,3

1ø

Y
3,3--2;;
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(A. 83)

Using the similar approach, Green's matrices for other structures are readily obtained.

13. Line Parameter Extraction from Scattering or Impedance Matrix

1cH
k+2

k+33

k 2k

z0 z1

Multiple coupled transmission line system shown in the figure has the following
voltage and current relations.

1Y11 Y,2JV(z=0)l
L-I(z = 1)] [y2, y JV(z = 1)]

(A. 84)

1V(z=0)1 1z11 Z12JI(z=0)1
tV(z = 1)] Z21 Z22j-I(z = 1)] (A. 85)
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These linear equations can be re-established by the following form.

1V(z °)1 _1
Cosh([yJl) Cosh([y}l)Z 11V(z (A 86)

I(z = 0)] LYcosh([rlO YCosh([y]l)Z][ I(z = 1)]

In order to calculate the propagation constant, series and shunt distributed equivalent

components per unit length, the procedures are

T = eigenvector(Z11Y11) (A. 87)

D = eigenvalue(Z11Y11) (A. 88)

where Z11Y11 = T [COth([Y]l)]diag2 T, and Coth([yIl) = jDdiag

From the equations above, propagations constants, immittance and impedance matrix can

be represented as follows.

where

[y] = ArcCoth(Coth([y11))!! = ATCCOth(..jdjg )ii (A. 89)

= v11 [T Coth([y}l) T' }' (A. 90)

Z=[T.Coth([yT'].Z (A. 91)

YYwT['y]T1 and z=y-1.

Finally, the scattering matrix can be obtained from the linear equation as follows.

s=(z+u)'(zu) (A.92)



14. Impedance Boundary Method of Moment(IBMOM) [38,39]

n9(x)

-W/2 W/2
x
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The Basis functions both for TE and TM modes for the dielectric waveguide

structure are set as

where

ijf(x)=>aF(x) if 1x1 (A.93)

(2d" )n
F, (x): Legendre Polynomial P (x) = ---. 12?!n!df

By normalizing the position of interfaces, wave equation changes into

LI±----_+k2n(x)2 _f32](x).....O (A. 94)
w2dx2

In Galerkin's procedure, this equation associated with the boundary conditions is re-

written by the inner product with basis functions. Finally, the wave equation is
transformed into the following form.



where
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LI32A+BkC+kD_k2E_O forTEmode (A. 95)

= f1(x)Pj(x)dx,

B11 = -J1 1'(x)P,'(x)dx,

C =--P(-1)P1(--1),
w

D =--P(1)P1(l),
iv

E.1 = Jfl2(x)p(x)p(x)

= 0 forTM mode (A. 96)

= j1 F(x)P1(x)dx

k.i
4'=-L12' k'(x)P'(x)dx

(x)

j =--F(-1)F(-1)
n

I.J n

(x) (x)dr

In order for the system equation to have non-trivial solutions, root-fmding procedures are

carried out using the following equations.

For TE mode,

det[BkE koiyIfleff fl3 D+kotjfleff nt C+nkAj= det[M(neff,Ao)]=O (A. 97)

Also, for TM mode,

det[1kEkojneff (A. 98)




